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Students walking into
McPhail’s in Slavin Center can
see a drawing of a short man in
a green sweater, clasping a
Nestle Crunch
candy bar in one
FEATURE hand and a ruler in
the other, while a
cat peeks out from behind his
leg. The drawing was hung as a
decoration at a ceremonial din
ner held in the entertainment
facility and encompassed what
the artist—and many people in
the College community-—be
lieved are the identifying fea
tures and loves of a certain Do
minican priest who will soon be
retiring.
After 35 years of service at
Providence College, Rev. J.
Stuart McPhail, O.P., vice presi
dent of student services for the
past 18 years, will step down at
the end of June 2006. An inte
gral part of student life at the
College, Father McPhail has
been the publisher of The Cowl
during his time as vice president
of student services, appointing
the last 17 editors-in-chief. In a
recent interview, Father
McPhail reminisced about his
time at PC so far and spoke
about his plans for the future.
One of the best parts of be
ing vice president of student ser
vices, according to Father
McPhail, is the relationships he
forms with students.
“You get to know students
very closely . . . you develop
friendships because of it,” he
said.
Collaborating with students
has given Father McPhail in
sight into their concerns, while
simultaneously staying focused
on the bigger picture of the im
plications of an issue on the
College. He said that concern
about PC’s reputation is “not
simply PR, [but] it really has to
do with people’s perception of
the College and the integrity of
your degree.” He said that even
a few isolated incidents can
change graduate schools’ and
employers’ ideas of a college,
regarding an academically seri
ous institution as simply a party
school.
As publisher of The Cowl,
Father McPhail also expressed
an appreciation for the time
commitment of putting out a
weekly paper.
“Working with the editors
has always been a real pleasure
and a real honor because of their
talent, dedication, and espeMCPHAIL/Page 5
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Students who had been using their birthday as a password on ANGEL were compelled to
switch their passwords when the Class of 2008 elections brought a security breach to light.
Management System to fraudu
lently cast more than 100 votes
News Staff
«
for himself during the original
lections for the Class of round of voting from April 20
2008 were conducted to 21.
Student Congress President
again this week after a
student admitted to Matthew Weber ’06 said that
about the legitimacy
looking up other students’ suspicions
birth
days on The Web site of the election arose after sev
Facebook.com and using them eral people approached mem
to access the ANGEL Course bers of Student Congress, say

By Beth Finan ’07

E

ing that when they had at
tempted to vote on Friday, April
21, they received a message tell
ing them that they had already
voted. When Weber began to
examine the election returns
more closely, he noticed that the
sophomore class had about a 60
percent turnout rate, which was
unusually high. It was also
ELECTIONS/Page 4

Class of 2010 profile released
By Beth Lenehan ’08
Asst. News Editor

One of the most stressful
days for high school seniors has
just passed: May 1, the college
decision deadline. It is the day
that can cause inSTUDENT ternal debates,
INTEREST difficult deci
sions, and even
some second guessing, as many
students face the arduous task
of choosing between more than
one or two schools. While stu
dents are trying to finalize their
plans for the next four years,
admissions officers had been
faced with the earlier difficult
task of trying to decide which
students to accept, put on the
wait list, or deny admission.
Each year, the college admis
sions process becomes more dif
ficult as the applicant pool be
comes more talented, both in
and outside of the classroom.
Catholic schools, including
Boston College, Villanova Uni
versity, Fairfield University,

MARY PELLETIER ’(W/The Cowl

The students of the Class of 2010, arriving on campus next
fall, will be among the best and brightest of the 8,791
students who applied to PC for the 2006-07 school year.
Stonehill College, and Provi
dence College have seen a rise
in applicants.
“Providence College and its
surrounding schools have had a
good year for admissions.
People are expressing a strong
interest in higher Catholic edu
cation,” said Christopher P.

Lydon, associate vice president
for admission and enrollment
planning. This year, Providence
received 8,791 applications and
4,151 (48 percent) students
were accepted. Additionally,
800 students were placed on the
wait list.
2010/Page3

The Faculty Senate covered
much ground in its final session
of the school year yesterday, ad
dressing issues such as increas
ing diversity at
CAMPUS pc, bringing
NEWS back the Envi
ronmental Stud
ies Program, strengthening the
Study Abroad Program, and re
structuring the class schedule.
One order of business was
College President Rev. Brian J.
Shanley, O.P.’s letter regarding
a bill that would grant depart
ment status to the Feinstein In
stitute for Public and Commu
nity Service Program. Accord
ing to Father Shanley’s letter, he
could not approve the bill in
February when it was proposed
to him because guidelines for
faculty hiring, tenure, etc. had
yet to be established. Because
these guidelines have been cre
ated, Father Shanley is now
ready to approve the bill.
In other news, Dr. Eric
Hirsch, professor of sociology,
gave an ad hoc committee report
on increasing the diversity of the
student body at Providence Col
lege.
“We mean a lot of things by
‘diversity,’” Hirsch said, men
tioning race, age, gender, dis
ability, religion, social class,
sexual orientation, national ori
gin, and ethnicity. He said that
the committee focused on race
and ethnicity in itsreport be
cause these are the specific ar
eas in which PC can and should
increase its numbers.
“We need to be a place where
students from all of these back
grounds can function,” he said.
According to the report, the rea
son for the need to increase di
versity is to give opportunities
to those who “face discrimina
tory barriers” and “to provide a
more diverse social and learn
ing environment for all our stu
dents.”
In addition to race and
ethnicity, Hirsch stressed that
social class is an important fac
tor in diversity as well, espe
cially in admitting “first genera
tion” students, who are the first
in their families to go to college.
The committee’s report com
pared PC to other North East
ern Catholic colleges, including
Boston College and Fairfield
University. While 6 percent of
PC’s student body is made up
of African American, Hispanic,
Asian, and Native American
(AHANA) students, 22 percent
ofBC’s student body is AHANA
and 12 percent of Fairfield’s stu
dents are AHANA. The comFACULTY/Page 6
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NEWS BRIEFS
Basketball tournament draws crowd
The 4th Annual John D. Langley Me
morial Basketball Tournament took place
in the Peterson Recreation Center this
past Sunday, April 30. Twenty-seven
teams and more than 100 players partici
pated in the event, which benefits the
John D. Langley Memorial Foundation.
“I was surprised at the big turnout,
considering the fact that John was a mem
ber of the class of 2005,” said Shannon
Kelly ’06, the tournament chairperson.

According to Kelly, the tournament
raised $ 1,500, which will be used to give
children grants and scholarships for ac
tivities that schools do not fund.
With games beginning shortly after
noon and lasting until about 5:00 p.m.,
the tournament was truly an all-day
event. The tourney featured 10-minute
long 3-on-3 games and double elimina
tion brackets, making it an intense day
of basketball for all of the teams that
participated. In addition to Providence

College students and alumni, students
from Walpole, Mass.—John’s home
town—made up a large portion of the
players.
“Without the financial support from
Walpole families and pizza donations
from Ronzio, Frankly Pizza, and Tomato
City, the tournament could not have hap
pened this year,” Kelly said.
The team that ended up winning the
tournament—who emerged from the los
ers bracket after an early setback—was

composed of Sean Van de Walle ’07, Ray
Cross ’08, Chris Baudinet ’09, and Mike
Higgins ’07.
“Thank you to everyone who played,
helped plan, and supported us this past
Sunday,” Kelly said. “We hope that the
tournament can continue in future years
to keep John’s memory alive.”
Kelly invites everyone who is inter
ested in more information to visit
www.johndlangley.com.

—Kevin O’Brien ’07
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Senior thesis writers out pen to paper
i

By Alison Espach ’07
News Staff

It is finally that time for graduating
students to come forth with theses in hand
and present their 50 to 70 page papers,
otherwise known as the English Senior
thesis. Six senior En
glish majors—Chris
ACADEMICS Ackley ’06, Stephanie
Smith ’06, Megan
Comerford ’06, Sarah Stickney ’06,
Christine Bagley ’06, and Jonathan
Arend ’06—wil 1 read excerpts from their
theses at the Senior Thesis Symposium,
from 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. tonight in
the Faculty Quiet Dining Lounge in
Slavin Center.
“I think that PC should encourage
higher scholarship,” said Comerford,
who helped organize the Senior Thesis
Symposium after learning about the ab
sence of an event for senior English ma
jors to present their works.
Comerford’s 65-page thesis, “The
Literature of the Elgin Marbles,” dis
cusses the influence of England’s acqui
sition of the Elgin Marbles on nineteenth
century literature, with a focus on the
poetry of Felicia Hernans and George

JOHN OWENS ’07/The Com

Dr. Anthony Esolen, professor of English, counsels Jon Arend ’06 in Moore
Hall. Arend is one of six senior English majors who are writing a thesis.
Byron. She said she will be using her the days you’ll spend at the library. I’m
thesis as a writing sample for graduate sad that it’s over. I think in my head I’ll
be rewriting it for the rest of my life,”
school applications.
While the students said they are said Smith, who wrote “The Poetry of
pleased with their final compositions, William Butler Yeats.”
“At the risk of sounding really nerdy,
they said they found the writing process
to be an educational and emotional one. this book has become a part of my heart.
“Writing a thesis is definitely worth I’m sort of at a loss for words, which I

guess is appropriate and ironic because
my thesis is about language,” said
Stickney, whose thesis focuses on the
poetic language ofVirginia Woolf’s “The
Waves.”
For some, it was a humbling experi
ence.
“My first draft was butchered pretty
badly by my advisor Dr. [Richard]
Murphy [assistant professor of English],
but 1 feel like that is just part of the pro
cess, breaking down the ego of hot-shot
English majors who think they are some
kind of writer,” said Ackley, whose the
sis is titled “Death of a Preppy: The de
velopment of the Prep School Novel.”
Students who wrote senior theses
signed up for the 3-credit semester course
Senior Thesis and worked under the in
struction of an advisor; however, they all
agree that it has been a year-long effort
between the heavy research and editing
required for the project.
“You realize just how vast and exten
sive the world of academia really is when
you immerse yourself in a particular sub
ject,” said Ackley, who said he hopes to
expand upon his paper in the years to
come. “Hopefully this work doesn’t just
die in obscurity like pretty much every
other paper I have ever written.”

JUDICIAL REVIEW
February 3, 2006. Administrative
Review Outcome. Charge: Standards
of Conduct—Failure to comply with
the directives of a College official,
verbal abuse of another person,
disorderly conduct; Alcohol—
Underage consumption, intoxication;
False ID—Possession; Responsible.
Sanctions: Fine-$200, Alcohol Edu.,
Alcohol Education Class, Parental
Notification, Disciplinary Probation
though the Spring 2007 semester.
February 10, 2006. Administrative
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol—
Underage consumption and drinking
game; Responsible. Sanctions: Fine$250, Parental Notification, Disci
plinary Probation through 9/25/06.
February 14, 2006. Administrative
Review Outcome. Charge: Visita
tion—Over 60 minutes, Health and
Safety—Exiting a room out a

window; Responsible. Sanctions: FineSi 25, Disciplinary Probation through
5/21/06.
February 21,2006. Administrative
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol—
Intoxication with hospital transport;
Responsible. Sanctions: Fine- $250,
Alcohol Education Class, Disciplinary
Probation through 5/21/
06.

through 9/15/06.
February 27, 2006. Administrative
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol—
Underage consumption with hospital
transport; Responsible. Sanctions:
Fine-$250, Alcohol Education Classes,
Parental Notification, Disciplinary
Probation through 9/8/06.

February 21, 2006. Administrative
Review Outcome. Charge: Visitation—
Over 60 minutes; Responsible.
Sanctions: Fine-$200, Disciplinary
Probation through 9/8/06.

February 27,2006. Administrative
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol—
Intoxication; Standards of Conduct—
Arrest for public consumption of
alcohol, resisting arrest; Responsible.
Sanctions: Alcohol Edu, Disciplinary
Probation through 5/21/06.

February 23, 2006. Administrative
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol—
Underage consumption, intoxication;
Responsible. Sanctions: Fine-$250,
Paretnal Notification, Alcohol Educa
tion Class, Disciplinary Probation

February 28, 2006. Judicial Hearing
Outcome. Charge: Visitation—
Overnight; Responsible. Sanctions:
Fine-$400, Reflection Paper, Commu
nity Restitution, Disciplinary Probation
through Fall 2006 semester.

February 28, 2006. Administrative
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol—
Underage possession; Responsible.
Sanctions: Fine-$250, Alcohol Educa
tion Classes, Parental Notification,
Disciplinary Probation through 9/15/
06.
March 2, 2006. Administrative Review
Outcome. Charge: Alcohol—Underage
Possession; Visitation—Less than 60
minutes; Responsible. Sanctions: Fine$350, Alcohol Education Classes,
Parental Notification, Disciplinary
Probation through 9/15/06.

March 6, 2006. Administrative Review
Outcome. Charge: Drug—Use (mari
juana); Responsible. Sanctions: Fine$250, Drug Education Class, Parental
Notification, Disciplinary Probation
through 9/22/06.
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Scholarship change boosts Honors Program
By Chris Donnelly ’08
News Staff

The Office of Admission has changed
its scholarship strategy for the Class of
2010, increasing the number of students
in the Liberal Arts Honors Program from
84 to 148, which is
ACADEMICS high considering the
maximum limit of 135
students allowed in
the program in years past. The number
of students allowed in the program is
based on the number of faculty who cur
rently teach Honors Civ.
Christopher Lydon, associate vice
president for admission and enrollment
planning, said he believes the figure will
decrease as some of those students are
taken off the waiting lists at other insti
tutions. Dr. Stephen Lynch, professor of
English and director of the Liberal Arts
Honors Program, indicated that, should
the number not go down, he would look
into adding another Civ team or assign
ing another faculty member to the pro
gram.
“I was really surprised to have it in
crease that dramatically,” said Lydon.
The system was changed to give the
College more money to offer to top ap
plicants, enticing those students to
choose PC over other competetiv estab
lishments. The new system was also
implemented to provide the College with
the funds to increase need-based aid.
Under the new system, fewer aca
demic scholarships are awarded, but the
scholarships that are given are worth
more money, Lydon said. Scholarships
will also no longer be given to current
students who excel academically while
at the College. Only the students in the

Merit scholarships for the Class of 2010 are being awarded only to students
who are part of the Liberal Arts Honors Program.
Honors Program will have merit schol scholarship, and 66 with the St. Catherine
arships. Therefore, to accept a scholar scholarship. The increase of need-based
ship, a student must agree to be in the aid was subtle, according to Lydon, due
in part to the high number of applicants
Honors Program.
Three types of merit scholarship have who accepted the merit scholarships.
Overall, there are 975 incoming fresh
been given out to the Class of 2010: the
St. Dominic scholarship, which is worth men in the Class of 2010, which means
full tuition, the St. Thomas Aquinas that roughly 14 percent of the class will
scholarship, which is worth $21,000, and be in the Honors Program. This is an
the St. Catherine scholarship, which is increase from last year’s class, eight per
worth $15,000. The merit scholarships cent of which was in the program.
The change in scholarship policy is
awarded in previous years were the
President’s scholarship, which was worth seen as a success because 148 out of 975
full tuition and the Dean’s scholarship, incoming freshmen were among the top
four percent in their high school classes.
which ranged from $6,000 to $22,000.
“That just deepens the academic qual
In total, there were 605 scholarship
offers this year, which is 500 fewer merit ity of our freshmen class,” said Lydon.
This figure does not stand to decrease
offers than last year. The College
awarded 39 students with the St. Dominic significantly, as Boston College,
scholarship, 43 with the St. Aquinas Stonehill University, Fairfield University,

and Villanova University all have a good
idea of what their incoming class will
look like and will not have to admit many
students on their respective waiting lists,
according to Lydon.
“In general we are all having a good
year,” said Lydon, who says the college
may only need to admit 15 to 40 appli
cants from the waiting list.
“There is no doubt that stronger merit
had a role to play in increasing the Hon
ors Program,” said Lydon.
Another reason for the increase in
Honors students is the dinner held for
those students selected into the program
and their families, according to both
Lydon and Lynch. The dinner was held
on Friday, April 7, during Family Day
Weekend and was attended by about 150
selected for the program. An overview
of the program was given by Lynch and
Dr. Suzanne Fournier, assistant profes
sor of English and associate director of
the Honors Program.
The purpose of the dinner was “to
offer prospective honor students a more
inviting event and to have more time to
explain the virtues of the Honors Pro
gram,” said Lynch
The dinner featured a panel of five
current Honors students—including
Chris Berard ’07, Katherine Connolly
’08, Rob D’ Alfonso ’08, Sarah Duncan
’08, and Laurie Malia ’07—who spoke
and answered questions about the Pro
gram. Lynch said the Honors Program’s
Spring Break excursions were of particu
lar interest to the prospective students at
the dinner. In past years, students have
traveled to Rome and Florence, Paris,
and Ireland on the Honors Program’s
trips.
“I think the students at the dinner did
a great job,” said Lynch. “The students
really sold the Program.”

2010: Strong applicant pool this year
continued from front page
“We are very lucky to also have a tal
ented wait list,” said Lydon. Of the ac
cepted high school students, admissions
has obtained 983 deposits. Usually,
Providence hopes to have a class of
roughly 975 students. As of now, the
class is filled.
“We are absolutely getting a better
caliber applicant than we did 10 years
ago,” said Lydon, who has had more than
20 years admissions experience.
This does not mean that people will
not be taken offthe wait list because it is
possible that some students who have
sent checks to Providence may get off
the wait list at another school and choose
to go there instead.
“Of those accepted, 24 percent are
enrolling. Yet, we are not quite done
despite having the class filled,” said
Lydon.
Each year, Providence College is
looking for gender balance, geographi
cal, ethnic, and economic diversity. This
year, women outrank the men 56 to 44.
Last year women also outranked men
with a 55:45 ratio.
Regarding racial diversity, PC has
seen an increase of350 percent in its ap
plicant pool throughout the last 10 years.
Yet, Lydon said there is more work to be
done.
“Don’t think we are done wanting to
increase diversity,” said Lydon. “We
want to be effective in attracting more
culturally diverse students.” For both the
classes of 2009 and 2010, 11 percent of
students were non-white. Admissions
has also seen a rise in the number of mul
tiracial students who apply to the Col
lege as well. Ten years ago, 235 students
of AHANA (African American, His
panic, Asian, and Native American)
backgrounds applied; this year, 1,064 ap
plications were submitted. More stu

dents are reporting their ethnicity and
some are checking offmore than one box.
Yet, what is it that attracts students
to Providence College? Brad McNamara
’08, said he was attracted to PC because
his cousin is an alumnus of the College
and had a great experience. When it
came time to choose acollege, the
Tyngsboro, Mass., resident said, “It made
the most sense financially compared to
other choices. It was close enough to
home, yet far enough away where I would
have to grow up.”
While McNamara is fairly local and
had family connections, Providence does
attract students from outside the New
England area. There are also many high
school students who are unsure of what
college they want. Mara McDonald ’06,
who hails from Indiana, only knew that
she wanted a Catholic college with no
Greek life that was not a suitcase school.
She visited six different colleges and said
that PC felt like the right school, a place
where the people were friendly and ex
cited to be at school.
“Providence itself was a neat city,
and 1 decided that this would be the best
time for me to experience living on the
East Coast. As much as 1 love my fam
ily and home, I knew I had to leave my
comfort zone,” said McDonald.
While the decision of which college
to attend can be difficult, the stress does
not end there for many. Some students
may experience anxiety about leaving
home for what may be the first time.
Though he knew that Providence was the
right school for him, McNamara said,
“Obviously, who isn’t nervous coming
to college?”
McDonald said she also experienced
nerves and had a difficult time at orien
tation.
“I was lying in bed crying, saying to
myself, what am I doing here? Who’s
even heard of Rhode Island?” said

Facts and Figures
for the Class of 2010
8,791
applications received

4,151
students accepted

800
students wait listed
983
deposits
McDonald. Yet, at orientation she met a
classmate who would become one of her
best friends. Though her freshman year
was difficult, the Humanities major ad
mits that she felt in her gut that PC was
the right place and began to look for the
good in being here on campus.
“As time went on, it became more
evident that it was the right place for me,”
McDonald said.
Michelle Palermino ’09, of Maryland,
“plunged into being involved.” For hous
ing, she was randomly placed in a single,
so she said she knew that it was impor
tant to get involved and meet people.
Involved in Urban Action, Student Con
gress, and an orientation leader for the
coming summer, Palermino did not go
home until Thanksgiving because she
said she felt it would be easier to estab
lish herself on campus.
While the transition to college life
varies for every student, it is important

24 percent
of accepted class
currently enrolled

56:44
Female/Male ratio
1,064
AHANA student
applications
to know that many students are nervous
and want to feel that PC is the right
choice for them as well.
“Meet as many people as you can and
be friendly,” said McNamara as his ad
vice to future Friars. Lydon also encour
aged students to come with an open mind
and to get involved.
“I am proud of who this class is as
people. We want people who will con
tribute to our community,” said Lydon.
For many students, getting involved
and contributing to the PC community is
key to an enjoyable college experience.
Yet, regardless of work, activities, or
social life, McDonald said students need
to “enjoy life. You are living among your
peers; when else are you going to have
the chance to live with 4,000 people your
own age around you? Enjoy the indepen
dence and your opportunity to grow.”
Palermino added her own advice: “ration
your Slavin dollars.”
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Elections: Re-vote reaps real results
continued from front page
brought to Weber’s attention that the IP
addresses from which many votes were
cast were the same, meaning that mul
tiple votes came from the same computer
in a lab in Accinno Hall.
After compiling all of the evidence,
Weber brought his concerns to the ad
ministration, which opened an investiga
tion on Monday, April 24. On Tuesday,
April 25, Kanhar Munshi ’08 came for
ward and confessed his wrongdoing to
Student Congress at the body’s weekly
meeting. The extra votes cast fraudu
lently made him the winner of the Class
of 2008 presidential election.
“I am glad there was full disclosure,”
Weber said. “If someone apologizes and
says they are sorry, I think it’s the first
step to ultimate forgiveness.”
However, Weber wanted to make
clear that Student Congress takes elec
tions very seriously and that actions that
undermine the voting system will not be
tolerated.
“We see elections as a microcosm of
the student body, and when they are vio
lated, it hits us personally,” he said.
“[Munshi] did something that was egre
gious and unprecedented, and I’m glad
Student Congress caught him.”
Besides casting votes for himself,
Munshi also voted for candidates in other
races, rendering a new round of elections
necessary.
Weber said that some of the races
were within five votes of each other, so
“in the interest of fairness, we had to
[hold new elections.]”
On Tuesday, the winners of the new
sophomore class elections were an
nounced. Andy Fechtel ’08 was named
president; Nicole Picard, ’08 vice presi
dent; Alli Frechette ’08, secretary; and
Mike Miller ’08, treasurer. The represen
tatives for the class of 2008 are Sarah
Highland ’08, Saba Nesserella ’08,
Claire Seguin ’08, Kevin Johnson ’08,
and Dave Socha ’08.
The results of the elections were un
changed from the original round of vot
ing.
The breach of ANGEL’s security has
brought to light a discussion of computer
safety and security.
“I didn’t question the security because
I didn’t realize that everyone’s password
was their birthday,” said Allie Spivak ’07,
co-chair of the Elections committee on

Election results
Class of 2008
President:

Representatives:

Andy Fechtel ’08

Sarah Highland *08

Saba Nesserella ’08

Vice President:
Claire Seguin ’08

Nicole Picard *08

Secretary:
Alli Frechette '08

Dangers associated
with information
disclosure online

Treasurer:
Mike Miller *08
Congress. “I guess it’s something that
should have been addressed, but some
times it takes a mistake for you to real
ize there are loopholes in the process.”

I didn’t question the security
[of ANGEL] because I didn’t
realize that everyone’s pass
word was their birthday ... I
guess it’s something that
should have been addressed,
but sometimes it takes a mis
take for you to realize there are
loopholes in the process.

Allie Spivak ’07
Dr. Robert Trudeau, professor of po
litical science and one of the ANGEL
administrators, said that he and the other
administrators have been taking steps to
make sure that people cannot use their
birthday as a password any longer. This
included clearing the passwords of any
ANGEL user who used his or her birth
day.
“Because birthdays are put out in pub
lic on things like Facebook, they are eas
ily compromised,” Trudeau said. “Since

************^******************

Project REWARDS
Reinforcing Effective Wavs to Reduce Daily Smoking
You can earn cash REWARDSfor cutting down your cigarette
smoking!
You may be eligible to participate in a research study if you are:

ANGEL does have grades, attendance
records, and schoolwork on it, students
should be concerned about using pass
words that cannot be easily breached.”
“You’re told to change your pass
word, and if you don’t change it, you’re
just asking for trouble,” said Michelle
Dewar ’08.
“I don’t think the average person cares
enough to change their password,” said
Amanda Behmer ’07.
Even with the recent precautions
taken to enhance computer security,
Behmer remained skeptical. “People can
find a way to cheat in any situation,” she
said.
“I would like to think the problem is
fixed, but some hacker could probably
get into the system if he’s smart enough,”
said Chris Hayes ’07. However, Hayes
said that the convenience of voting online
outweighed the potential danger for se
curity breaches.
Sara Schlachter ’06 said she never has
considered computer security a problem.
However, she said that someone once
signed on to her friend’s Instant Messen
ger account on a computer in the library
after her friend set her preferences to
“Save Password.”
“I never click on ‘Save Password,”’
Schlachter said. “I would rather just type
it in [than risk someone accessing the
account.]”
Colin Roberts ’06, who uses the
Internet to look at his bank statements,
said that he does not worry about people
obtaining access to his account “no more
than I worry about them getting my ATM
number.”
“I don’t use birthdays or anything [as
passwords,]” he said. “I use random
numbers that I have memorized person
ally.”

—Cate Rauseo ’07

Summer Assistant Wanted!

> a current daily smoker
> between the ages of 18 - 24
> enrolled in college
•

Earn $75 in cash at your first appointment!

•

Earn between $210 & $523 in cash by providing us with

•

Conduct campus tours

•

•

Discuss your PC experience
with 1000+ visitors

•

•

Assist the Administrative
staff

daily CO readings!

•

Although a favorite Web site of PC
students, it seems that Facebook.com
may not be quite as safe as many like to
believe.
As seen through recent scandals in
volving MySpace.com, posting per
sonal information on any online site
may lead to dangerous situations. Ac
cording to a report done by Dateline
NBC, four men have been charged with
sexually assaulting teenagers who they
found through the 50 million member
social-networking site.
Even here in Rhode Island, a man
was charged with raping a victim he is
said to have met through MySpace.com.
As a result, 80 percent of Rhode Island
school departments have, or are in the
process of, banning access to the Web
site from school computers.
Facebook.com is not secure from
such dangers. As seen in last week’s
election scandal, making one’s birth
date easily available online can provide
others with access to other personal ac
counts, making the victim vulnerable to
a number of other threats, which could
be as extreme as identity theft.
And beware: perpetrators my not be
the only ones checking out your
Facebook profile. As Father Stuart J.
McPhail, O.P., director of student ser
vices, noted in a letter to PC parents,
future employers may look at student
Facebook accounts to further inquire
about the habits of their applicant.
While Facebook.com may only be
available to college students, it is easy
for others to gain access to the site, as
all that is needed to join is a college email address. So students beware—you
never know who is looking at your pro
file.

Earn up to $175 in cash for follow-up appointments!

■
For more information, please contact Polly at 444-1814 or
e-mail us at
REWARDS@Brown.edu
A Research project sponsored by Brown University and the

National Institute on DrugAbuse
k

Greet visitors

File and handle mail
. Answer phones

Applicants must possess a genuine enthusiasm for
Providence College, a sincere desire to assist and interact
with a wide variety of visitors, strong public speaking skills,
and a high level of energy.

Applications are available in the Office of Admission.
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Do you know the Napkin Man?
By Richard Kvrker ’09
News Staff

Providence College is a great place
to be, but how would you feel about com
ing to school every year for 21 straight
years? According to Peter Valente, caf
eteria worker at Raymond
FEATURE Hall, it is an amazing ex
perience.
“The people I work
with are like a happy family,” he said.
Most people know Valente lovingly
as “The Napkin Man,” as he spends the
morning hours fixing up the tables and
refilling the napkin bins in the cafeteria.
He can be seen on weekday mornings,
wheeling around his famous cart that
flaunts the name “Peter” handwritten on
the front.
“Peter has worked at PC for 21 years
now and is widely considered to be one
of the most popular employees at
Raymond Dining Hall,” said Craig
Wallach, manager ofSodexho Food Ser
vices. “He always makes the students
smile and is always willing to lend a hand
to a fellow employee.”
However, his work is not the main
reason why he is praised so often. Stu
dents and staff alike adore his friendly
demeanor and warm personality.
“It’s always so nice to see his happy
face and catch up with him in the morn
ing,” said Mandee Adams ’08. “He’s
such a sweet man, and he always puts a
smile on my face.”
“1 think that every person on this cam
pus thinks of him like a grandfather,” said
Leanne Orabona ’07. “He is cheerful
every day, rain or shine.”
Valente, currently a resident of North
Providence, was born and raised in
Providence. After a memorable child
hood, he attended the Providence Trade
School and later got his first job at Gen
eral Electric Co., working in setup and

troubleshoot plastics injection. He held
this job for 40 years before retiring in
1980. The start of a pleasurable 21-year
career at Providence College began when
Peter ventured to the College in 1985.
Family is an important part of
Valente’s life, he said. He was married
and has two daughters. One of his daugh
ters works at the Fifth District Court, and
the other works here at Providence Col
lege. Since Valente lives in North Provi
dence, just outside the city, he drives to
work every day, and with one daughter
here at the College, family is never too
far away. In addition to his immediate
family, Valente also mentioned another
family that he sees almost every day.
“I work for very nice people,” he said.
“The management is very nice, and the
fellow workers and students are all
friendly and funny, like a family.”
“Sometimes I see Peter taking a break
to eat an apple, but then he goes right
back to work,” said Rose Coumoyer ’09.
“I’m glad we have Peter. He’s a good
napkin guy.”
Valente, who works four hours a day,
from 8:00 am to noon, said he is proud
to be a part of the Providence College
community. He specifically praised the
people on campus and the “excellent Do
minican ideals.”
When he is not working, Valente has
a variety of favorite pastimes. He is an
avid baseball fan and a strong supporter
of the New York Yankees. It seems that
sports have always sparked Valente’s in
terest; in high school, he ran on the cross
country team.
“We used to do a two-and-a-halfmile
race,” he said, “and we had to run five
miles at every practice.”
Valente does not watch much televi
sion, but he always makes time to watch
Everybody Loves Raymond, his favorite
program. His favorite movies include
The Godfather and Gone With The Wind.

CHRISTINE DIEHL ’OOThe Cowl

Peter Valente, better know as “The Napkin Man,” has lived in Providence
his whole life and has worked at Providence College for the past 21 years.
But what is his all-time favorite hobby?
“Peter can be seen every morning
“Chasing women,” he said with a whisking about the dining room, keep
smirk.
ing the tables clean and napkins
Valente is known all around campus stocked,” said Wallach. “We appreciate
for his courtesy and friendliness, and his all he does for the student body at Provi
smile is contagious.
dence College.”
“I love him!” Adams gushed.
Perhaps even more importantly,
“He even offered to give my room Valente is known for his big heart, and is
mate a Valentine’s Day present,” said very much appreciated by the staff and
Orabona.
students at the College.
Additionally, students recognize
“Thanks so much for your dedication
Valente for his hard work and dedication to Providence College,” said Katie
to his job.
Schmidt ’09.

McPhail: After 35 years, VPSS takes a break
continued from front page
cially their energy,” said Father McPhail
of his role as publisher. “It’s not easy to
get out a publication on a weekly basis.”
Father McPhail noted one of the chal
lenges of being a publisher, saying on
occasion he had to “work with authors
and try to point out that their article has
to be double-checked because of legal
concerns.” Nevertheless, he stressed that
the role of the publisher is not to censor
the paper but rather to hold it to the same

standards as a professional paper.
“We make sure that the paper repre
sents Providence College and its stu
dents,” he said, adding that the few writ
ers who have had to edit their articles
have cooperated and were willing to
make the changes.
Another “agonizing thing” that Father
McPhail said he has to address as part of
his job is the suspension and dismissal
of a few students each year, noting the
difficulty of “dealing with people who

have some serious judicial concerns,” as
he is often the bearer of the bad news.
Needless to say, Father McPhail
seems ready to take a sabbatical for one
year before returning to teach in the fall
of 2007. Nevertheless, he stressed that
the next year “isn’t all play.
“I plan to travel and take some trips,”
Father McPhail said, but added that he
will also spend time at Providence Col
lege. “Sometimes I’ll be more in than
out, sometimes more out than in,” he

said.
Father McPhail teaches a class on
American Religious Experience at PC
and will continue teaching theology in
the fall of2007. He said part of his sab
batical will be spent developing lectures
that he has been meaning to put together.
Father McPhail speculated that the next
year will pass quickly before he returns
to the classroom “to watch the students
develop into the fine graduates that they
are.”

Fairfield University
Jesuit. Personal. Powerful.

Think Summer... Think Fairfield University
Day, evening and online courses available.
Subjects include::
- Business
- English
- Philosophy - Physics History
- Religious Studies
-Sociology
- Mathematics
Course details at: www.fairfield.edu/ecpc

On Campus
One Week sessions
24-31
May
August 2 - 8

Four Week sessions
July 5 -29
July 6 August 1

Online Course
JEN JARVIS ’07/The Cowl

This poster depicting Father
McPhail is currently hanging in the
entertainment facility that bears his
name. Jonny Styron ’07 is the artist.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Fairfield

UNIVERSITY

July 5 August 25

REGISTER NOW!
Call registrar: (203) 254-4288
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Faculty: Senate session gets things done
continued from front page
mittee advocated affirmative action in
admitting students to the College.
“It’s morally wrong to look at a seg
regated education system . . . and then
say ‘now you all have to compete
equally’ for higher education,” said
Hirsch. “I’m trying to make the case that
we should have special attention to black
and Hispanic students.”
According to the report, the number
of applications and acceptances of
AHANA students has increased, but en
rollment has not risen at the same rate.
The committee recommended that the
“president should publicly acknowledge
the importance of diversity as an issue at
PC” and announce a “significant initia
tive” to increase diversity, as well as ap
point an administrator focused specifi
cally on diversity. Furthermore, the
president should charge the Office ofAd
missions with a specific plan to further
this end. The motion to accept the re
port and approve its forwarding to Fa
ther Shanley was passed with two nay
votes.
An ad hoc Environmental Studies re
port was also presented at the session,
where Dr. Keith Morton, associate pro
fessor of English, discussed the feasibil
ity of bringing back the program. An
swering whether or not there is student
interest, Morton said, “unequivocally
yes,” adding, “It’s something that’s taken
for granted at our competitive schools.”
He said that in the fall, the committee
intends to recommend its reactivation.
“We would like, if possible ... to be
able to offer Environmental Studies 101
as early as next spring,” he said, though
the program itself would not be up and
running at that point.
Dr. Seana McGovern, assistant dean
of undergraduate studies and director of

PHOTO COURTESY OF MATT WEBER ’06

Members of the Faculty Senate gathered in Moore Hall yesterday for a Senate session that proposed, among other
things, resolutions to increase diversity and improve the class schedule system for the 2007-08 school year.
the study abroad program, gave an up
date on the Office of Study Abroad and
its efforts to strengthen its program op
tions. McGovern said that programs in
Belgium and London are currently be
ing explored, adding that the Office
hopes to expand to include more program
options outside Europe. She also said
that the Office is attempting to simplify
the application materials, the application
process, and Residence Life issues.
According to McGovern, 165 stu
dents are planning to go abroad next year,
using 41 different programs to visit 17
different countries. If the number of
study abroad students for next year does
not decrease, it attests to the growing

popularity of study abroad, as 98 students
studied abroad this year.
Also of student interest at the Faculty
Senate meeting was the Academic Affairs
1 Committee’s motion to replace the cur
rent course series method of scheduling
day school courses at PC with a new pi
lot system during the 2007-08 school
year. The motion passed unanimously.
Several significant changes will be
made to the current system, most nota
bly that the schedule will be “time-based”
rather than “series-based,” according to
the Faculty Senate Web site. Therefore,
students will no longer have classes that
meet at different times depending on the
day of the week. Classes, which will

meet once a week for 150 minutes, twice
a week for 75 minutes each, or three
times a week for 50 minutes each, will
always start at the same time. In addi
tion, classes will take place from 8:30
a.m. to 4:00 p.m., with no “X” blocks.
Any exceptions to these parameters will
need approval from the chair/program
director and the vice president for aca
demic affairs.
According to the committee, it is pos
sible to create a “simulated semester” on
Cyberfriar so that students can explore
how the new system will affect their
course schedule. This element of
Cyberfriar could be available as early as
December.

Gold Medal
Since
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Attention Students:

1912

Start Earning Cash Now!

Work Part Time Now and
> Potential to earn $14.55/hr. incentive pay ($12.60/hr. to start)
> $1.00/hr. shift differential

Check out our great summer ]program!!!
Opportunity to qualify for an end of summer bonus (Average student bonus of $400)
Great schedules to choose from
o 5 Days Off Per Week!! (8 hour shifts)
-oro 4 Days Off Per Week!! (10 or 12 hour shifts)

> Day and evening hours available
Must be at least 18 years of age. No experience
necessary. Work as a Machine Operator or Shipper
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A time for work, a time for play
by

Kristina Reardon ’08
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Ask PC

Associate Editor-in-Chief

As she toured Providence College’s
campus last summer, Slovenian resident
Marjeta Bartol, 26, could only gaze
around herself in amazement.
“It’s so big!” she said as
GLOBAL
she walked by Moore Hall
VIEWS and down toward Harkins
Hall.
Big isn’t usually the word that comes
to mind when thinking about the College,
but compared to her alma mater, the
University of Ljubljana, PC is roughly
three times larger both in terms of stu
dent population and physical land space.
While American colleges and univer
sities may have academic and recre
ational advantages that Slovenians don’t
currently enjoy, Bartol was quick to point
out one area in which Europeans in
Slovenia and other countries have a dis
tinct advantage: the number of vacation
days granted per year.
As long as one holds a job for six
months in Slovenia, she said, it is re
quired that he or she is given 20 days
off. If an individual has been working at
the same job for less than six months, he
or she gets 1.5 vacation days per
month—a far cry from the vacation time
recent college graduates in the United
States can hope to earn after just six
months of work.
Bartol said her mother’s husband,
who is 50 years old, has 36 paid days off
every year—and that’s just in vacation
time. Additional days are granted for ill
ness, national holidays, or other causes,
if necessary.
Bartol had been working in a judge’s
office during her final year of college,
for 10 months prior to her 2005 visit to
the Providence area. When her contract
expired last June, she had two unused
vacation days. She said she received a
letter from the Slovenian government re
minding her to take advantage of her va
cation time shortly before leaving her
job. The letter also informed her that her
next place of employment, if a govern
ment agency, would be required to grant
her the two unused vacation days if she
did not take advantage of them before
she left.
Some places of employment in
Slovenia even give a vacation bonus so
employees can afford to enjoy their va
cation days. Bartol said she bought her
round-trip ticket from Slovenia’s capi
tal, Ljubljana, to New York City with her

How will increasing gas
prices affect you this
summer?

“I’m going to Spain this summer and
my plane ticket has been raised $20
already due to fuel prices.”

Marjeta Bartol is a native of Slovenia and a graduate of the University of
Ljubljana. Bartol vacationed in the New England area last year.
vacation bonus. The ticket cost between
$700 and $800 in American currency. As
a result, she was able to visit New York
City, Boston, Walt Disney World, and of
course, Providence, where she took in the
sights of WaterFire outside the Provi
dence Place Mall one July night.
Her country is not alone in its gener
osity towards workers’ rest and relaxation.
In 2004, the European Industrial Rela-

... Life is more important in
Slovenia. In the United
States, working [seems]
more important.
Marjeta Bartol
tions Observatory released a World Time
Developments study, revealing that “the
average entitlement across the European
Union (EU) and Norway stands at 27
days, and has increased slightly over the
past few years from 25.6 days in 2000.”
Those 27 days are, of course, in addition
to the average 10.2 days off for public
holidays.
Even countries that seem to be up to
par economically with the United States
grant their workers more vacation time.
In the United Kingdom, workers average
28 days off a year, accordingto the World
Trade Organization, while Canadians en
joy an average of 26 days. Italians spend
approximately 42 days on holiday, while

Americans average only 13 vacation
days each year.
Further, the Fair Labor Standards Act
on this side of the Atlantic “does not re
quire payment for time not worked, such
as vacations, sick leave, or federal or
other holidays,” according to a state
ment on the U.S. Department of Labor
Website (www.dol.gov).
Bartol, for one, said she appreciates
her vacation time and bonuses, and uses
them to learn about foreign cultures and
countries, such as Italy, Greece, and the
United States.
“Our system is good,” Bartol said.
“... Life is more important in Slovenia.
In the United States, working [seems]
more important.”
Her mother’s aunt, Agnes (Zdravic)
Fernandez of Palmer, Mass, agreed.
Fernandez moved to the United States
in the late 1960s during the Communist
era in the former Republic of Yugosla
via, of which Slovenia was once part.
While Fernandez emigrated from Yu
goslavia to start a better life with her
daughter away from unstable political
conditions, her native land has changed
much since her departure and is more
peaceful now.
But even in the ’60s, Fernandez says
she sensed a difference between
Yugoslav and American work ethics.
“There, you work to live,” she said,
repeating the famous adage. “Here, you
live to work.”

Susan Gariglio ’08

“It’ll make it harder to save money.”

Jen Eberle ’09

“I’ll have to take the train to down
town Chicago instead of driving.”

Brian Korinek ’07

Automakers offering hybrids thrive
by

Sarah Vaz’07

World Editor

Two dollars and ninety-two cents will
buy you, on average, one gallon of gas
this week. According to the Department
of Energy, that is the highest price since
a gallon broke the $3 mark in
NEWS September, and with no end in
BRIEF sight, consumers are taking no
tice.
The rising fuel prices have sent
automakers into a tailspin as manufac
turers struggle to compete not on looks,
handling, or suspension, but almost sin
gularly on fuel-economy. Sixty-two per
cent of consumers say they will recon
sider their auto purchase based on the
soaring costs at the pump, and Japanese
companies are reaping the benefits.
Toyota, as well as its other Asian com
petitors like Honda, offers vehicles with
better-than-average fuel economy across
the board, in addition to providing con
sumers with several hybrid vehicles to
choose from. The U.S. governmentcon-

firms that American automakers like GM
and Ford simply do not offer the fuelefficieny consumers are demanding.
Asian automakers are expected to gain
profits in the American market for the
ninth straightmonth as Ford and GM saw
sales drop off.

62%
'

of consumers will
rethink their next
purchase because of
rising fuel prices.

Harris Interactive/Kelley BlueBook

“We weren’t disappointed on overall
sales, but cars did better and trucks didn’t
do as well as we thought,” said Ford sales
analyst George Pipas, acknowledging that
fuel is driving the negative trend. “When
you see these very rapid run ups [in gas
prices], people get a little cautious.”
Truck sales at Ford dropped almost 15
percent, led by a 42 percent decline in
demand for the Explorer, and a 9 percent
decline in demand for the formerly popu
lar F-150. Ford experienced an overall
sales decline of 6.6 percent. GM, the larg-

est automaker in the world, experienced
parallel problems, dropping 2 percent
in light truck sales, and declining 21
percent in their car sales as well, lead
ing to an 11 percent overall decline in
sales for the company.
Dealers who offer the high-mileage
Honda Fit, or the Consumer Reports
recommended Toyota Prius hybrid, are
profiting slowly but surely, and
automakers are also gaining in conven
tional auto sales. Toyota had its best U.S.
sales month ever, up 5 percent, and
trucks and SUVs for the company also
gained 7 percent. Honda says its sales
are up as well, at least 5 percent.
Dick Colliver, executive vice presi
dent of American Honda, said the trend
is understandable. “Honda light trucks
are some of the most fuel-efficient in
their segments, and that is definitely
something customers are responding
to.”
Sources: Consumer Reports, Mercury
News, Christian Science Monitor

“I’ll never drive. I’m just going to
ride my bike.”

Bridget Long ’08

“I’ll rollerblade everywhere.”

Dana Norman ’08
Compiled by Julianne Spohrer ’07
and Allison Herrmann ’07
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Week in Review

Oddly enough

Compiled by Erin Egan ’07

International:

Global malnutrition growing
On Monday, a worldwide study con
ducted by the United Nations Children’s
Fund (UNICEF) revealed that “5.6 mil
lion children die every year because they
are not getting enough of the right nu
trition.” It is stated in “Progress for Chil
dren: A Report Card on Nutrition,” that
unless the world takes serious action, the
Millennium Development Goal (MDG)
to halve this number by 2015 will not
be met.
UNICEF Executive Director Ann M.
Veneman said malnutrition “contributes
significantly to a cycle of poverty. It
hurts children in their ability to learn. It
hurts children in their ability to develop
and it hurts children in their ability to
resist serious diseases.”
Today, in developing nations, 27 per
cent of children under five—about 146
million—are deprived of healthy nutri
tion and food; in 1990 UNICEF reported
this figure to be 32 percent. The real
ization that it has taken 16 years to re
duce this figure by a mere five percent
has left those working toward the inter
national goal of halving this number
within the next nine years daunted.
This report, however, serves to expe
dite the world’s progress and perhaps,

in doing so, use Latin America, the Car
ibbean, East Asia, and the Pacific regions
as our models—the only two areas in the
world on target with the MDG goals.
Today, more than half of the worlds un
der-nourished children live in South Asia.
Veneman pleads for this issue to not go
unnoticed as she warns, “for every vis
ibly undernourished child, there are sev
eral more battling a hidden nutritional
crisis.”
Domestic:

Immigrants protest nationwide
Also on Monday, more than one mil
lion immigrants in the United States took
to protest. This day of nationwide action
called “A Day without Immigrants,”
sought to raise awareness during
Congress’s recent battle with immigration
bills. Immigrants boycotted school,
work, and spending money to demon
strate their economic impact. Monday
was only part of the effort to battle the
tough measures of a House bill passed
last year to criminalize illegal efforts and
bolster border security. Along with the
efforts of individuals, Goya Foods halted
distribution for the day and Tyson Foods
shut down nine of their 15 plants. One
Puerto-Rican immigrant, Rene Ochart put
it in perspective, saying, “Everyone’s an
immigrant here. The only real American

is the Indian.”
Local

States sue president

Budget cuts slice deep
Providence mayor, David Cicilline,
told the City Council this week that “the
ship of Providence is financially back on
course.” In the proposed budget for next
year, he set a spending plan of $610 mil
lion. This calls for an increase of $27
million from last year yet contains no
provisions for an increase in taxes. The
city will request $4.5-million from the
state in “lieu of taxes” it will not be col
lecting. There is no guarantee this will
be granted.
An overview of the new budget is as
follows: 51 percent will go toward edu
cation, 14.9 percent to public safety, 12.6
percent to all other departments, 7.8 per
cent for debt service, 6.9 percent to the
pension fund and 6.8 percent for health
care costs. School spending will increase
3 percent while city-side spending will
rise 5.6 percent. Also to be noted, the
$41.7-million contribution to the pension
system is the first time the city has made
a full payment in a decade. To wrap up
the Mayor declares “It is amazing what
this City has done in so little time. But
what is more amazing is what lies ahead.”

Nine states are taking the Bush ad
ministration to court this week. The states
of California, Connecticut, Maine, Mas
sachusetts, New Mexico, Oregon, Ver
mont, and Rhode Island are taking issue
with the administration’s lenient fuel
economy standards for automakers.
The states believe that President
George W. Bush’s policies have turned
an energy crunch into an energy crisis,
and have contributed to air pollution and
negative climate change.
The lawsuit alleges that the U.S. Na
tional Highway Traffic Safety Adminis
tration has failed to comply with federal
laws which require that the government
evaluate the impact of regulation on con
servation and the environment.
New York Attorney General Eliot
Spitzer called the administration’s behav
ior “unconscionable,” and despite recent
efforts by Bush to improve in this area,
the states believe that even these are du
plicitous.

Sources: bbc.com, unicef.org, projo.com

— Sarah Vaz’07

Sources: Reuters, BBC

New Orleans rocks on amidst rebuilding
by

Jim Hanrahan ’09
World Staff

It has been roughly eight months
since Hurricane Katrina ravaged Loui
siana, leaving the culturally-rich New
Orleans area in complete despair. The
days and weeks since have been filled
with sadness, anger, fear, and more
lately, hope. The receded floodwaters
left a seemingly endless list of problems
and new possibilities.
Signs that life was shifting back to
normal could be seen all along the sides
of the road Saturday, April 22. Written
on these signs were slogans such as
“Vote C. Ray Nagin,” as New Orleans
held its primary mayoral elections, an
important turning point for the people
of the city.
The voting procedures did not go as
smoothly as they had in recent years, as
many of the city’s voting stations were
wiped out by the flood. Voting was held
in several expansive warehouses in the
city. Prior to the election, many state
officials lobbied for voting to be relo
cated to neighboring states, where many
evacuees had fled to, or for a complete
cancellation of the election.
Resilient New Orleans residents,

however, traveled miles to cast their bal
lots, coming by car and by bus, spending
nights in hotels just to vote for the next
leader of their city. Despite the situation,
voter turnout was high. Of those who
voted in the 2002 mayoral elections, 80
percent returned.
As debate rages on as to how the re
construction should be handled, the fo
cus shifted to the candidates’ proposed
solutions. The current mayor, C. Ray
Nagin, led Saturday’s primaries. Mayor
Nagin has received much criticism for his
management of the rebuilding process.
He faces a tough challenge in the upcom
ing May 20 elections, against Lt. Gover
nor Mitch Landrieu.
Voting dynamics in New Orleans were
changed as well. Half as many voters
came from black neighborhoods as from
white, which could prove detrimental to
Nagin’s reelection. If the trend continues
in late May, New Orleans may have the
first white mayor in 30 years.
Jim Calvin, a consultant for Mayor
Nagin, acknowledged that the campaign
had relied heavily on support from the
city’s black population in the past and that
it could not this year. “I think it was a
serious underparticipation, which would
seem to indicate that a lot of these people
are not coming back, so therefore why
vote, they have jobs and residences. We

may have lost them as a population.”
Shifting gears from the political arena,
the city embraced its roots this previous
weekend with the 37th annual New Or
leans Jazz and Heritage Festival; also
known as “Jazzfest.” The weekend-long
concert, as prominent in the city as Mardi
Gras itself, celebrates jazz as one of New
Orleans greatest contributions to Ameri
can culture. Performers included Bruce
Springsteen, Dave Matthews Band,
Herbie Hancock, Paul Simon, and New
Orleans’ own Juvenile.
Jazzfest symbolized a return to nor
malcy for many and served as a reunion
for the displaced, including The 50woman choir of the Franklin Avenue
Baptist Church. They performed for the
first time since Katrina destroyed their
church.
The famed brass bands native to New
Orleans also performed. These included
such groups as Soul Rebels and Rebirth.
Apart from the music, vendors also
saw great success from Jazzfest. A na
tive New Orleans business, Vaucresson’s
Sausage Company, recorded their best
sales ever at this year’s Jazzfest.
As the familiar celebrations continue,
rebuilding in some places seems to be at
a virtual standstill. An area known as
New Orleans’ Lower Ninth Ward is one
of the most controversial in the recon

struction debate. As of right now, much
of the area is without electricity, water is
unsafe for both drinking and bathing, and
streets are lined with the debris of de
stroyed homes.
The city, in many cases, has looked
to the citizens to guide its rebuilding de
cisions. City planners want to see evi
dence that there will be a sufficient num
ber of people to support and necessitate
facilities like public schools. While plan
ners meet each week to discuss propos
als, many citizens are opposed to this
process, saying they risk losing their
homes to bulldozers.
Smaller success stories are scattered
all throughout the city. Aquarium of the
Americas, which lost 10,000 fish, plans
to reopen Memorial Day weekend. In the
Gulf of Mexico, the Mars oil station,
owned by Shell, plans to reopen weeks
ahead of schedule thanks to 600,000
hours of labor.
Many hurdles still face New Orleans
as it struggles to rebuild community and
continue a rich cultural heritage. In the
past eight months however, it is plain to
see a new day has emerged from the dev
astating floodwaters of Hurricane
Katrina.
Sources: The New York
www.neworleans.com, NPR

Times,

Weekly

Sensational
recovery
for
French
woman
Spotlight
by

Sarah Vernon ’07
World Staff

Isabelle Dinoire, the French woman
who received the world’s first face trans
plant, reports that she has now regained
complete sensation in her face. Dinoire,
38, was given the transplant on Nov. 27
after she was mauled by her dog.
In addition to regaining feeling in her
new facial tissue, Dinoire clams that her
speech has also improved. In February,
Dinoire appeared before the media for
the first time during a news conference
in Amiens, the French city where she
was treated. During the news confer
ence, she said that the face transplant
enabled her to live a normal life again.
After waking up from a drug-induced
sleep last year, Dinoire discovered that
her pet Labrador had destroyed most of
her face. The facial tissue she received
to repair the damage came from a donor

from the French city of Lille.
The surgery involved cutting away a
triangle shaped portion of skin and muscle
tissue of skin and muscle tissue from the
donor’s face. Next, the blood vessels and
nerves from the section of the face were
connected using microvascular surgery.
During her recovery, Dinoire wore a
surgical mask in public, and spent most
of her time at home. She underwent post
transplant treatment, which helped her to
be able to open her mouth and chew.
When she appeared at the press confer
ence in February, Dinoire still did not
have complete control over her facial
muscles, and was unable to close her
mouth completely or smile. With time and
more physical therapy, she hopes to be
able to do so.
The doctor in charge of Dinoire’s
treatment, Dr. Jean-Michel Dubemard,
told reporters that there were still risks
for her body rejecting the transplant. This
fear was heightened 18 days after her sur
gery, causing doctors to adjust her medi-

Associated Press

Isabell Dinore received a face
transplant this winter and has just
regained sensation in her face,
cations to avoid such a rejection.
Part of the goal of Dinoire’s appear
ance in public in February was to show
the world that facial transplants could
work. Dubemard said that French health

authorities had given the Amiens hospi
tal permission to carry out five similar
operations in the future.
Prior to the her surgery, doctors were
wary about the possibility of success.
Risks include blood clots which could
form in the donated tissue. In addition
to this short-term risk, immunosuppres
sants, which help the body accept trans
plants, could fail. The fear among sur
geons is that as many as to half of all
face transplant patients could reject the
donated tissue after a year.
Prior to Dinoire’s operation, the trans
plant had never been successfully at
tempted on a human being. Currently,
surgeons in Cleveland, Ohio, are work
ing on performing a face transplant in
the United States. They announced in
September that they are screening 12
severely disfigured patients. Some
planned operations have been delayed
pending a decision by an ethics panel.

Sources: The New York Times, BBC
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Irresponsible parents
need lesson in Crime
and Punishment
by Joe

McCormack ’07

Guest Commentary

Why does Providence College love
Fyodor Dostoevsky so much? Every De
velopment of Western Civilization class
reads him; every Honors Civ has to read
The Brothers Karamazov in
its entirety. Terence Sweeney
RIGHTS
’06 wrote in the last Cowl
issue in his emotionally “ce
rebral” editorial that Dostoevsky helped
show him that “without a living, loving
God, there is no meaning, no ethics, no
value to my life or yours.”
Those words echoed back to me as I
read a column in The Boston Globe by
Jeff Jacoby. In Michigan, it seems, resi
dent Matt Dubay has filed a federal law
suit that seeks “reproductive” rights for
men that are equal to those that women
“enjoy.” This 25-year-old impregnated
his girlfriend, who had told him that she
was infertile, and then asked her either
to have an abortion or to give the baby
up for adoption. She refused, and de
manded that he pay child support—in
accord with the current laws. Dubay ar
gues that, in contrast to a woman’s rights,
a man’s rights end at conception, though
his legal responsibilities continue.
What Dostoevsky was most brilliant
for, in my opinion, was showing what
happens when faulty ideas are stretched
to their logical conclusions. In Crime
and Punishment, Raskolnikov takes the
idea that some people are more impor
tant than others, and eventually murders
a pawnbroker to prove it to himself. Evil
wormed its way into his mind, justifying
itself through ideas. What Dubay is do
ing is taking the idea that “having sex is
divorced from the consequence of bring
ing children into the world” to its logical
conclusion. This also takes Roe v. Wade
to its logical conclusion.
As soon as a government says that a
woman is not responsible for bringing a
child into the world, it allows men and
women to claim the Constitutional right
to consequence-free sex. At first, the
common sense that a child must be cared
for necessitates some quick fixes: a wel
fare program for single mothers, man
datory child support. But eventually, as
it seems now might happen, the logical
conclusion that men are not responsible
for the child either will present itself.
Dubay is only arguing for an “eco
nomic abortion” that would absolve him
from paying child support. What if the
father wants an actual abortion, not just
an “economic” one? How can you jus
tify denying him that? What if, in our
current system, the father of the child
wants the child to live, but is overruled
by the mother, who has the “righf ’ to ter
minate the child’s life? Jacoby believes
that, if Dubay’s argument holds, the re
sult will mean more abortions and even
more financial stress on single mothers.
The government will sink its fingers
deeper into our lives as it tries to stop
gap its citizen’s irresponsibility.
Dostoevsky urges us to see our ideas
at their origin. Do we see evil poking
through, digging itself into the roots?
Can we surrender our pride and admit
that the urge to protect life is calling from
deep inside of us? Can we inch closer to
interpreting “life, liberty, and the pursuit
of happiness” to include something out
side the selfish whims of individuals? In
Crime and Punishment, Sofia
Semeonova begs Raskolnikov to kneel
at the crossroads, kiss the earth, and de
clare to all that he is a murderer. We
can’t keep running from responsibility.

A Providence life cycle
place in this little town, but after a se to familiarize myself with neighborhoods,
mester of walking and another of bus local landmarks, and streets that I other
sing, 1 realized the inefficiency of my wise may have never seen. Using bicycles
own two feet (sans vehicle) and the in as my main form of transportation also
The Rhode
teresting blend of unreliability and de introduced me to Providence’s bike
pendency the RIPTA brought to the riding culture. There are hundreds of
by Chris Ackley ’06
table. It was at his point that 1 found my people in this city who not only realize
Commentary Editor Emeritus
first bicycle, changing not only my rela the practicality of bicycles but also find
It is by riding a bicycle that you learn tionship with this city, but also opening great joy in a simple ride. 1 have one spethe contours ofa country best, since you my eyes to the functional art that is a cific memory of leaving a summer
have to sweat up the hills and coast down bicycle ride.
kickball game with a fleet of other bicycle
It is fitting that my first bike came riders, and as the sun sat low in the sky, I
them. Thus you remember them as they
actually are, while in a motor car only a from the good people at the South Side regained the feeling that nothing was
high hill impresses you, and you have Community Land Trust—more specifi wrong in the world.
Looking back on my four years at
no such accurate remembrance ofcoun cally from their basement. That little sil
try you have driven through as you gain ver 10-speed was never in very good Providence College many images come
by riding a bicycle. —Ernest condition, and 1 certainly did very little to mind, and some of the most clear and
Hemingway
to improve it, but I slapped a Ninja vivid memories come from the seat of a
Turtles license plate on the front and bike—my bike. Zipping past hundreds of
Nothing compares to the simple plea made it my own. Since then 1 have had grid locked cars on my way down the
sure of a bike ride. —John F. Kennedy two other bikes, but that piece of junk Parkway during rush hour, riding home
will always hold a special place in my with the birds as the sun rose over the
For most of us, especially those who heart. Living in McDermott Hall with city, churning numbly down Pembroke
lived on cul-de-sacs running off of ma three other guys—not to mention an un Avenue, snot plastered to my face, con
jor highways, bicycles used to be an end official fifth roommate who slept in a tent only in the fact that I would be home
in themselves. For no other reason than hammock—in a room that would have soon, riding behind beautiful girls (who
the sheer joy of self propelled motion, comfortably fit two ascetic monks, there I am almost positive are two-and-a-half
times more attractive while on bicycles)
we looped endlessly around the street, was very little room for my new ride.
dipping in and out of driveways, loung
My first and last chores of the day and hoping we would not meet our desti
ing with our feet on the handlebars and, were attending to my bicycle. Once 1 nation, the unforgiving smack of pave
at least for a while, nothing was wrong rose out of bed, I would hoist my bike ment coming directly after my quick, and
onto the top bunk where it slept when unplanned experience riding a unicycle,
in the world.
Then, somewhere along the way the not in use, and at the end of the day, 1 riding through a black-out torrential
bike fell out of fashion, or at least it did lowered it down, wedging it between downpour at 5:30 a.m. to help bring the
for me. In high school, everyone had the dresser and the wall. Luckily, not great people and vegetables of Provi
driver’s licenses, jobs, and girlfriends long after rediscovering the wonder of dence together—between the hills, the
displacing the time in the day to just ride bicycles, I also learned the concept of valleys, and the occasional flat stretch, 1
have loved it all.
bikes. Strangely, I had none of these bicycle locks.
1 see the cars on campus flying up and
things and still cannot think of a single
As I became more and more adven
bike adventure during my high school turous on my bike, the city of Providence down Eaton Street, running from Pem
years. Then I met Providence, a sweet became smaller and smaller. I rode to broke to Old’s. 1 see the prices of gas
little city, which was manageable, but still work, risking my life on Pleasant Valley hovering around $3 dollars a gallon, and
somewhat daunting to a wide-eyed boy Parkway at least six times a 1 see people who will leave this school
from the suburbs. It took a while—all of week. College Hill and downtown were without ever knowing the city they lived
freshman year—to get an idea of my suddenly 15 minutes away, and I began in for four years. Why couldn’t we ride?

The trials and tribulations of boozing it up
by

Colleen Flynn ’07

Commentary Staff

With classes winding down, Provi
dence College’s weekend forecast shows
signs of promise. Beginning with a mild
Wet Wednesday and Thirsty Thursday,
as the weekend does start
CAMPUS on Wednesday in this re
gion, Friday looks to be
sunny and warm with a 95
percent chance of drunk as the dual
forces of Cinco de Mayo and
Ridiculousfest collide. As drinking tends
to be a dominant presence in social ac
tivities at PC, I have a couple of alco
hol-related issues to address.
First, in case you missed it, last Thurs
day marked the conclusion of S.A.V.E.
Week with the annual event, “Take Back
the Night.” A big round of applause goes
out to Women Will for the spectacular
execution of the event, which included
personal stories from PC students about
sexual abuse and a candlelit march
through campus. Also, thanks go out to
Rev. Brian J. Shanley, O.P., president of
the college, for making good on his
promise to attend the event; it still does
not appease my resentment about the
cancellation of The Vagina Monologues,
but at least some positive progress is
being made.
I tend to leave “Take Back the Night”
every year with a loathing for the male
sex. However, this year, after reflecting
on so many of the stories in which alco
hol was a factor, I felt sympathy for the
men accused of heinous actions. By no
means is such behavior acceptable, but I

feel some defense must be presented.
Several stories recounted instances of
unconsciousness and failure of recollec
tion—ifthe women involved were drunk
to such an extreme degree, it seems pos
sible the men were, too. With the poten
tial for misinterpreted sexual advances,
unintentional violation, and mutual lack
of recollection, many men may not even
know their actions are wrong. And cer
tainly many of them would not repeat
such actions sober. My hope is that
“Take Back the Night” provides educa
tion for men. Most men do not share the
same definition of rape as women and
this issue needs to be resolved. With edu
cation, men can gain an understanding
of what constitutes sexual abuse and, fin
gers crossed, put their conscience before
their crotch in the future.
Now, after advocating for caution
with alcohol, I want to defend those who
do not exercise it and file a complaint
with PC’s transport policy. In a conver
sation with a friend who is a Resident
Assistant, I discovered that she specu
lated that an average of four transports
occur on-campus every weekend. Al
though 1 have not seen ambulances con
sistently screaming around dormitories
every weekend, I do think that there is a
problem with the transport policy.
I can certainly appreciate the Office
of Residence Life’s concern for and re
sponsibility to attend to overly intoxi
cated students. The school would face
enormous liability charges if it did not
act decisively in transporting students,
but should not concern and responsibil
ity extend after the student leaves cam

pus? An R.A. or Hall Director is sup
posed to accompany a transported stu
dent to the hospital, but why are students
left to fend for themselves the next morn
ing? After such a traumatic previous
night, one should not have to worry about
cab fare to return to campus alone.
Upon their return to campus, trans
ported students face a host of very strict
penalties. Fines, disciplinary probation,
including prohibition from extracurricu
lar activities, and alcohol awareness
meetings are potential punishments. With
such severe repercussions, students are
discouraged to call for assistance in situ
ations where a transport might be neces
sary, thus creating even more precarious
and dangerous situations.
Embarrassment from being publicly
transported in an inebriated condition and
the staggering hospital bills are punish
ment enough forthose transported. Fines
do not solve drinking problems, nor are
they fair—for the wealthy, they do not
punish enough and for the economically
strapped, they provide another financial
burden on top of affording a private col
lege. Also, preventing students from par
ticipating and contributing to the extra
curricular life leaves them with few op
tions but to drink more. No mention of
proactive punishment is made in the
College’s regulations and policies on al
cohol.
With such a subjective decision as a
transport, I think the policy should be
flexible and left up to Judicial Affairs’
discretion. Be smart, kids, and happy
weekend!
Sources: www.providence.edu
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Letters to the Editor:
Pope John Paul II—One year later

“I don’t know, I just have a bad feeling about our
Commencement speaker this year.”

Our Two Cents
by

Betsy Rouleau ’07

Commentary Staff

What did you do this past Saturday
night? I spent mine in a Starbucks down
town, but 1 discovered that evening that
200 Rhode Islanders were spending their
night far differently than I.
Saturday evening, April 29th, marked
the start of the “Global Night Commute.”
A new campaign, known as “Invisible
Children,” is traveling the United States
in hopes of raising awareness about a ter
rifying African crisis. There is currently
a war being fought in Northern Uganda
between the Ugandan military and rebel
forces known as the “Lord’s Resistance
Army” or the LRA. The LRA abducts
children and forces them to serve as child
soldiers on the front lines of battle. This
shocking practice has led thousands of

Invisible Children
campaign demands
serious attention
Ugandan children to leave their homes
and sleep in shelters in the cities to avoid
kidnapping by LRA forces.
The Invisible Children campaign is
an American grassroots effort deter
mined to raise awareness about the cri
sis. People throughout the United States
slept in city centers (in Providence,
people slept in the Fleet Center) this past
Saturday to demonstrate solidarity and
support for the “invisible children” and
to raise awareness about the crisis.
The mission of the Invisible Children
organization also involves alerting the
world about the problem, providing re
sources to the children hiding from the
LRA, and helping child soldiers rebuild
their lives. If you are interested in join
ing the movement, more infomation is
available at www.invisiblechildren.com.
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Sunday, April 2, marked the one-year
anniversary of the death of Pope John
Paul II. One is moved to think back to
last April, when the whole world paused
to watch a hero return home. After the
one-year anniversary of his death, it
seems time to reflect on the life and legacy
of the man called John Paul the Great.
The life of Pope John Paul II is the
story of a century just passed and of one
that has just begun. Experiencing fully
the evils of the 20th century, Pope John
Paul II lived through Nazism and later in
life helped inaugurate the fall of Com
munism in Eastern Europe. He antici
pated the horrors of a society in which
God seems absent and the truth about man
is trampled under foot. Indeed, Pope John
Paul II offered the world the most com
prehensive proposal of what it means to
be a human person at the beginning of
the new millennium.
Imitating the words of St. Paul, Pope
John Paul II became all things to all
people. For some he was the tireless de
fender of human life; for others, he was
the world’s foremost promoter of peace
and religious freedom. For many, he rep
resented the Church’s answer to a mod
ern world gone awry. For still others, he
was the model pastor open to all people
and cultures. Indeed, he was all of these
things because firstly he was a disciple
of Jesus Christ. As his chief biographer
George Weigel has noted, Pope John Paul
II can only be understood from the in
side. Before all else, he was a man com
mitted to the truth of the Gospel.
Pope John Paul II lived what he
preached. One is still struck by the fact
that during his final months, the whole
world was invited to watch him die. At
the center of the world’s attention was a
man who could not speak; an 84-year-old
celibate Pole who the whole world called
“Papa.” He showed the world that there

is no more important truth than the sanc
tity of human life. He taught us the value
of human suffering, which was itself
transformed on the cross. Through his
very public suffering, Pope John Paul II
offered his whole life so that others could
be consoled in their suffering, could
know that God journeys with them, and
indeed, could have a destiny beyond
their imagining.
In a world in need of heroes, Pope
John Paul II became a hero of history.
One year after his death we would do
well to pause again. This time we pause
and reflect on how blessed we were to
have lived in the time of John Paul the
Great. We pause to remember him and
the work he has entrusted to us for the
new millennium. In certain respects, it
may be too early to know his legacy. It
is too early to tell if the new springtime
for the Church and the world that he
envisioned is indeed on the horizon. We
do know that because of how he lived,
Pope John Paul II helped us to believe
in a better world and indeed in a better
world still to come.
The story of Pope John Paul II is, of
course, not simply his own. It points to
a deeper story, one ft>r which he dedi
cated his life. His life invited the whole
world to consider his proposal—the pro
posal of the Gospel. He staked his en
tire life on the claim, as he said, that
Jesus Christ is the answer to the ques
tion posed by every human life. On this
one-year anniversary of his death, one
remembers him in gratitude for a Church
and world transformed. More so, we are
grateful to the God to whom he led us,
the God he served in Krakow, and the
God who called him to Rome. For the
gift of Pope John Paul II, “priest, pope,
and hero,” we say thanks be to God.

—Ryan Connors ’06

Tangents and Tirades
Cheaters never prosper You’ve all been there, sitting at a desk with a quiz in
front of you, staring blankly at question 4a. You remember seeing it somewhere in
your notes, but for some reason, when you studied, that small detail seemed to fall
through the cracks. Through the comer of your eye, you see that your friend, sitting
a desk away, has filled in that answer, and if you could turn your head just one more
degree, you could see the answer and you would be golden. Temptation touches
everyone, but at this point, you can be one of two people: you can be the honest
student who may not get a 100% but can be proud of the work you did, or you can
be the cheater who may get a high grade but who didn’t actually earn it. People get
away with cheating all the time, but do the rewards outweigh the risk and guilt? Not
only could you get caught—which would be far worse than just studying—but it
took you more time to make a cheat sheet than it would have if you had just studied
the material. Not to mention, this is college, if you failed to notice. This is informa
tion that you will need to know for the future for your job. Would you trust a doctor
who cheated his way through medical school? What if the architect you hire cheats
and makes you an unstable house? So when temptation creeps up on you during
your next quiz or exam, ask yourself if it’s really worth it. Chances are it won’t
be —Shannon Obey ’08

When students make the difference On Saturday, April 22, PC College Repub
licans had the honor of hosting the First Rhode Island College Republican Federa
tion Convention. The event included College Republican chapters from colleges
across the state. The purpose of this convention was to elect a new executive board
for the RICRF. It was a unique opportunity to hear from several prominent figures
in the Rhode Island Republican Party. A common theme among the speeches was
the importance of young people as the leaders of tomorrow, especially in a small
state like Rhode Island, where the highest public officials are so accessible. While
it may be easier to rise through the political ranks here in Rhode Island than in many
other states, political involvement must be encouraged universally. Students inter
ested in politics should leave Providence College with the knowledge that they are
very much in demand across the nation and can make a real difference. Cliche
aside, we truly are the leaders of tomorrow and as daunting and frustrating as poli
tics can be sometimes, we have to remember that the only way to enact a change is
to get involved.—Kyle Drennen ’07
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Unlocking the truth behind the Da Vinci Code lie
by

Michael Rijbin ’08

Commentary Staff

As the film premiere of The Da Vinci
Code approaches, the movie’s advocates
have been putting a positive spin on the
controversy surrounding it by praising
the book’s ability to gener
ate “discussion.”
CHURCH
“It’s a book about big
ideas, you can love them or
you can hate them,” said author Dan
Brown at a writer’s talk on April 23, “But
we’re all talking about them, and that’s
really the point.”
Though this is a standard appeal to
our society’s pluralist tendencies,
Brown’s taking credit for the wave of lit
erature devoted to debunking his errors
is absurd. By Brown’s logic, we ought
to thank biblical literalists for fostering
scientific inquiry by maintaining that the
earth is only 4,000 years old.
Nevertheless, the book’s critics are
ostracized for being against discussion,
and mocked for being intimidated by the
book’s ideas. Thus, last year’s appeal by
the Vatican’s Cardinal Bertone for Catho
lics to boycott the book was declared
“pathetic” by Ian McKellen, one of the
film’s stars.
Certainly, it would be laughable for
Catholics to be unsettled by the book it
self. With no evidence to back up its ri
diculous claims about Christ and the

early Church, as has been shown by mul along with much fabrication, to present
tiple authors, The Da Vinci Code poses Christ’s marriage to Mary Magdalene—
no danger to the Catholic body of doc and the conspiracy to cover it up—as
trine. What is troubling about the novel fact, thereby confirmingthe popular ver
is not the arguments that it brings forth, dict that the Church is misogynistic. Since
but the larger attitude that it exemplifies. The Da Vinci Code submits as truth what
The belief that the Church is an in is actually a mixture of fact and false
hood, with the intention of
stitution founded on cor
building up people’s bi
ruption, deception, and ha
ases against the Church,
tred of women has been
the novel is more than a
widely held for some time.
work of fiction—it is a lie.
Never mind what gain the
One can see this aspect
Apostles could have re
of the book in its enor
ceived for their fabrication,
mous success, which can
all but one of whom were
hardly be ascribed to the
executed; or the women
book’s quality as a
among Christianity’s first
thriller—Brown might be
converts and martyrs,
good, but he isn’t that
greatest exemplars, and
good. Rather, Brown sells
most ardent defenders; or
well because he has pre
the extraordinary honor,
sented people’s precon
called hyperdulia, that is
ceptions about the Church
given to Mary, the Queen
in a fun-but-factual for
of All Saints. Despite all
this evidence, much of the public remains mat. Likewise, people find the book cred
convinced of the Church’s grand, greedy ible, even in the face of repeated debunk
plot against women. Even many Catho ing, because it fits with what they already
lics accept this, though they are typically “knew” about the Church. For many, the
Catholics who don’t like what the Church total lack of evidence for the book’s pre
actually teaches—about abortion and the mises only confirms that there is a mas
like—and want to believe they don’t sive Church conspiracy to cover them up!
Whether Dan Brown wrote The Da
have to listen to doctrine.
Brown clearly wrote The Da Vinci Vinci Code out of hatred for the Church,
Code with this prejudice in mind. The or business savvy, the immense popular
novel makes use of little bits of history, ity of the novel proves Philip Jenkin’s

diagnosis to be accurate: anti-Catholicism really is “the last acceptable preju
dice.” Draw a cartoon poking fun at
Mohammed, and one is burned in effigy
all over the planet. Write a scholarly book
questioning, not the entire Holocaust, but
merely whether the Nazis used gas cham
bers, and one is jailed for a “hate crime.”
Write a novel portraying the Church as
the most insidious organization in his
tory, and you sell 40 million copies.
Why? Because, behind the disparag
ing talk, the modern world is deeply
troubled that the Church still teaches the
way She did 2,000 years ago, and will
accept any lie, no matter how far-fetched,
that undermines Her authority.
Faithful Catholics should not be dis
couraged by this overwhelminganimosity (Christ did predict it, after all), but
they should certainly not support it with
their money. If you want to see what
people think about the Church, borrow
the novel from a friend or from your li
brary, but don’t see the movie—if it’s
anything like the book, it isn’t worth your
$10 donation to the Dan Brown empire.
The nationwide celebration of The Da
Vinci Code lie will go on no matter what
we do, but it too will pass away. All we
can do is stand by Our Mother the
Church, and wait.

Sources: CNN. com. The Da Vinci Code
Movie Blog

ACLU wary about new Florida town Rape—what to do and where to go
by Andrew

Sparks ’08

Commentary Staff

Ave Maria is just one of an over
whelm ingnumber of planned communi
ties in Florida, so why has it been get
ting so much attention? The town is
funded by Tom Monaghan,
ETHICS the founder of Dominos
Pizza and a very wealthy
Catholic philanthropist. I’m
sure you can tell from the town’s name
and the fact that Monaghan is a devout
Catholic, that Ave Maria will be formed
around Roman Catholic values. This
means, among other things, that selling
pornography and contraceptives will be
prohibited, and there will be no abortion
clinics. Also, since Monaghan is the
chancellor ofAve Maria College and Ave
Maria School of Law, the town will be
built around a Catholic church, as well
as Ave Maria University.
Of course, wherever there is religion
in the public sphere, there’s the Ameri
can Civil Liberties Union to fight it. The
ACLU is vehemently opposing the pro
posed plan and has sworn to fight it un
less Monaghan and the other planners
cater to the supposed constitutional rights
to contraception, pornography, and
abortions. Obviously, the ACLU has no
chance ofwinning such a ruling, and they
shouldn’t even try to overthrow the plan
ning ofAve Maria in the first place.
Quite frankly, it’s highly reprehen
sible that the ACLU, which claims to
protect civil liberties, is confronting
Monaghan and telling him how he can
and cannot spend his own money. If they
really wanted to protect individual rights,
they would be supporting Monaghan’s
actions and ensuring that no legal moves
are being taken to prevent him from planning his town according to his
wishes. Then again, the ACLU has never
ceased to amaze me in its remarkable
ability to contradict itself and common
sense.
Furthermore, the surrounding com
munities have wholeheartedly embraced
the ideals behind Ave Maria, and have
welcomed the proposed plans
enthusiastically. Local business leaders
and Floridians in general have been very
helpful and positive in gaining county
recognition ofAve Maria. The university
is an especially desired aspect of the new
community. The ACLU—an incredibly

large union of attorneys and law profes
sionals—is hampering plans to expand
a law school. Surely they’re not threat
ened at the prospect of the many devout
Catholic lawyers that Ave Maria would
produce, are they?
Some may say, “if the town is open
to the public, shouldn’t it cater to non
Catholics as well”? Needless to say,
everyone’s opinion will be respected in
Ave Maria, and non-Catholics are more
than welcome to move in—the develop
ers themselves said so. The last thing the
planners want is a homogenized and ster
ilized public—we’ll leave that to the
ACLU. However, I would certainly hope
that anyone moving to Ave Maria would
deeply consider the fact that the com
munity is based on Roman Catholic
values. To be outraged at Ave Maria’s
Catholicism is the equivalent of moving
to Seattle and being outraged at its in
herent liberalism, or Salt Lake City’s
Mormon heritage, or a Jewish
community’s observance of the Saturday
Sabbath and Kosher laws.
Similarly, Monaghan and his partner
company, Barron Collier Companies,
have exclusive control of commercial
real estate in the town. I’d really like to
see the ACLU jump that hurtle. What
could the ACLU do, call the Quik-EMart and make sure they’ve stocked up
on the latest issue of Playboy? Or make
sure they’ve got an ample supply of
condoms at the ready? I don’t care what
the ACLU threatens, money talks. No
company in its right mind would pass up
the opportunity to do business with 3,000
residents and 5,000 college students. If
that means they can’t sell pornography
or birth control, so be it! Also, there have
been many past examples in which a
community has boycotted the construc
tion of abortion clinics. Even if the lo
cal politicians allowed it, no construc
tion company would ostracize itself by
expressly going against a local
community’s wishes. Besides, zoning
laws are an overwhelmingly common
phenomenon in the United States, so
when we get down to the bare bones of
the issue, Ave Maria has no fundamen
tal difference in that regard.
My message to the ACLU: Stop the
foolishness, cut your losses—you’ve lost
this battle.
Sources: Newsweek

by Katherine Allen ’08
and Ashley Margarida ’09

Guest Commentary

According to Ann M. Bellotti, assis
tant director of the Personal Counseling
Center, “Most rapes occur within the first
eight weeks of classes. Contrary to re
ports of zero rapes occurCAMPUS ring on this campus, Provi
dence College is not exempt
from this statistic.” Why are
rapes and instances of sexual misconduct
not being reported? Many victims do not
report rape and those who do may chose
to confide in sources that will keep their
situation confidential.
Despite these practical reasons, we
believe that there is a lack of resources
for victims at PC. There is also a lack of
encouragement for victims to come for
ward—why should they? Where exactly
should they go? This is precisely why
we have decided to write this article: to
answer these questions and also to make
it clear to everyone what the resources
are and what steps should be taken.
Providence College has recently es
tablished an official policy on sexual
misconduct. Included in this policy are
definitions of prohibited behavior: sexual
misconduct I and II, sexual exploitation,
and sexual harassment. In the case of
sexual misconduct 1, identified as any
sexual penetration, students cannot ex
pect to find any immediate care on cam
pus.
In such a situation, a victim may re
ceive emergency care from the Health
Center, provided the emergency took
place during the Health Center’s hours,
Monday through Friday from 8:30 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. This care would include an
overall physical assessment and atten
dance to any external injuries suffered.
After this on-campus treatment, victims
would then be sent to the Women and
Infant’s Hospital in a school paid taxi,
where further treatment such as a rape
kit would be received. And where are the
rape kits on this campus? The reason
behind their absence stems from the fact
that PC does not have a gynecological
unit equipped to provide this type of spe
cialized care for women. Offering more
specialized care also poses a financial is
sue for the College, as it would have to
create a whole new division in the Health
Center, as well as pay a specialized phy
sician.

The bottom line is, our school views
itself as not being big enough to provide
such services and sees it in its best inter
est to send victims to the Women and
Infant’s Hospital where there is adequate
and professional staff to attend to abuse
situations. Why is the safety and care of
abuse victims not a top priority? The lack
of immediate resources only discourages
students from coming forward. Why seek
help on campus if you know you will be
shipped to a hospital in a taxi? Students
need to feel like they have a safe place
on campus to receive immediate care and
have a place where they feel comfortable
reporting their situation.
Ideally, victims should come forward
to seek the justice they deserve and also
to contribute to the awareness of rape and
sexual misconduct on this campus.
People need to know that rape and sexual
assault is a reality here.
What about confidentiality? In com
pliance with the Clery Act, colleges must
anonymously report any instances of rape
or sexual misconduct to provide aware
ness and safety to the campus as a whole.
“Faculty, security offices, and the Health
Center must provide anonymous reports
of sexual misconduct on campus,” said
Bellotti. “Services that are not required
to submit anonymous reports and will
maintain complete confidentiality in
clude the Chaplain’s Office as well as the
Personal Counseling Center.”
With the new administration it looks
as though PC is working to be attentive
to the issue of sexual misconduct on cam
pus. “The College is studying the best
practices offered at our peer institutions
to see what they’re doing,” said Bellotti.
In our opinion, this new policy is an
appreciated step forward, but it is not
enough. We as a campus should not settle
for anything less than what we believe
we need. Most reported victims and of
fenders are of college-aged, with rape
victimization being highest among 1619 year olds. Additionally, statistics show
that one of every seven women will be
raped before they graduate. Rape and
sexual assault are issues of extreme im
portance not only to victims themselves
but to the larger Providence College
community as a whole. As students we
deserve to be safe, and recognition of
this problem is essential in creating
change. This wake-up call is long over
due.
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It’s movies that make the
livin' easy
May
Mission: Impossible III

Miami Vice

May 5
J.J. Abrams, the creator of the hit T.V.
drama Lost, takes on the big screen this
summer, directing the third installment
of the Mission Impossible series. Tom
Cruise returns as Ethan Hunt, and Os
car-Winner Phillip Seymour Hofffnan
plays the chillingly evil bad guy. Incred
ible stunts, amazing visuals, and a great
cast make this spy-tale Impossible to
miss. (KL)

Prediction: A-

Poseidon
May 12
Oh, thank goodness, another re-make. I
was about to worry Hollywood wouldn’t
make its annual quota of238,932 ofthose
babies. While Poseiden version 2006
promises better FX, and a grittier take
on the celebrated survival story, I’m an
ticipating a glossy and self-indulgent
version of the original, sans Shelley Win
ters’ stunning underwater feats. (DC)

Prediction: B

A Scanner Darkly

The Break Up
June 2
Although the last thing this world needs
is another cheesy romantic comedy, this
one looks like it might have potential.
When Brooke and Gary break up, nei
ther of them is willing to leave the condo
they once blissfully shared: the makings
of disaster—and hilarity. The chemistry
between stars Vince Vaughn and Jenni
fer Anniston is clear, and this film just
might shape up to be an enjoyable, laughout-loud dark comedy. (KL)

Prediction: B

Cars
June 9
The frailer is not particularly promising,
except for the beauty of the pastel desert
rendered by the animators at Pixar. Yet,
who ever thought a story about a clown
fish searching for his lost son in the
ocean would prove to be a great movie?
Pixar knows few bounds in taking simple
premises, and crafting them into won
derful stories. (JM)

The Da Vinci Code
May 19
Tom Hanks and Ian McKellen lead a tal
ented cast under the direction of Ron
Howard. Howard and his collaborating
scriptwriter, Akiva Goldsman, have twice
proven that together they can tell a genu
ine story. The problem here is Dan
Brown’s source material, a novel formed
on familiar cliffhangers and implausible
twists. What’s lost are character, conflict,
and yes, truth. And that’s everything.
Prepare to meet Robert Langdon, the
most boring hero to appear on screen this
summer. (JM)

Prediction: C-

X-Men III: The Last Stand
May 26
Why can’t they just leave these poor mu
tants alone? Fans of the first two X-Men
will be thrilled to see the return of their
favorite mutants, along with a few new
ones. As they battle for acceptance and
understanding in a world that fears their
powers, the X-Men provide a thrilling
and imaginative final installment in their
film trilogy. (KL)

Prediction: B+

Prediction: B+

July 7
I’m endorsing a Keanu Reeves movie. 1
know, the words leave a sour taste in my
mouth, too. This film, however, looks to
be something fresh for the summer.
Based on the book by Philip Dick, this
(not so) futuristic film examines the dan
gers of surveillance by the government
and the seeming paranoia of one man.
The main draw for this one is the shift
ing, dizzying animation that is set over
the film of the human characters. (DC)

Prediction: A-

You, Me and Dupree
July 14
Owen Wilson sets out on his own—with
out Vince Vaughn or Ben Stiller to back
him up—in this summer’s wedding com
edy. Wilson plays the out-of-luck best
friend to Matt Dillon and his new bride
(Kate Hudson), who feel obligated to put
the poor bloke up after he loses his job.
Wilson soon becomes the house guest
from Hell for this couple starting a new
family. The question is, can Vaughn’s goto man pull off a comedy by himself?
One of the taglines is: “Wear Out Your
Welcome.” Hint, hint, Owen. (DC)

July 28
Television’s pastel-wearing Miami vice
detectives Crockett and Tubbs get a
makeover this summer when Collateral
director Michael Mann steps in. Jamie
Foxx and Colin Farrell star in this adap
tation of the T. V. drama Miami Vice that
loses the cheesy ’80 feel, but keeps just
enough boat chases, girls, crazy drug
lords, and Florida sunshine to make a
hot summer blockbuster. (KL)

Prediction: B+

August
Talladega Nights: The Ballad
of Ricky Bobby
August 4
Ferrell plays Ricky Bobby, national
NASCAR hero, in this movie from the
creators of Anchorman. Bobby and his
colleague and friend Cal Naughton (John
C. Reilly) must vie for the championship
to oust a dangerous new French rival. I
am just so happy to see Ferrell expand
ing his comedy team. (DC)

Prediction: B

Prediction: B-

Superman Returns
June 30
Directed by Brian Singer (X-Men, The
Usual Suspects), this summer’s latest in
stallment in the Man of Steel series
promises some incredible action and,
yes, a bittersweet love story. Thankfully,
the filmmakers chose a relative unknown
actor to play Superman (Brandon
Routh). This will, I hope, allow the ac
tual character of the hero to shine
through, rather than the ego of an A-lister
superimposed on the hero’s role. Plus,
Kevin Spacey as Lex Luther? Perfect
(DC)

Prediction: B+

July
Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead
Man ’s Chest
July 7
Everyone’s favorite pirate is back for
more adventure, more intrigue and—of
course—more treasure. Captain Jack
Sparrow (Johnny Depp) once again en
lists the help of Will Turner (Orlando
Bloom) and Elizabeth Swann (Keira
Knightly) to fight against an army of
ghost pirates—and save his soul. This
movie looks to have the same great story
and special effects as the first one, but
raises one imminent question: Exactly
how many ghost pirate ships are out
there? (KL)

Prediction: A

World Trade Center

*4-

Lady in the Water
July 21
M. Night Shyamalan now plans to leave
the horror genre behind and tell us “A
Bedtime Story.” Paul Giamatti plays
Cleveland Heep, an apartment building
superintendent, discovers a mysterious
woman living beneath the building’s
swimming pool. Really, she is a“narf,”a
character from a bedtime story who is
being stalked by evil creatures. Some
how, her destiny is intertwined with those
of Cleveland’s fellow tenants. It sounds
interesting if you ask me. Until July,
everyone’s wondering, “What’s the
twist?” (JM)

August 11
World Trade Center is the second 9/11
film to be released in 2006, the first be
ing United 93, which opened last week
end to the year’s best reviews. Still, I
think it proper to ask if World Trade Cen
ter arrives too soon. United93, about the
one plane that did not reach its target, is
removed, but seeing a story of two Port
Authority police officers fighting for sur
vival as the towers crumble strikes the
nerve. Another question: Why is Oliver
Stone, who has expressed anti-American
sentiments in the past, directing this film?
(JM)

Prediction: C+

Prediction: A-

Snakes on a Plane
August 18
“Enough is enough. I’ve had it with these
snakes.” So says Samuel Jackson as he
raises his firearm. Cheers. Oh, it is go
ing to be incredibly stupid, but who can
resist the glorious B-movie title? It’s all
in the name. (JM)

Prediction: B-
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The fifth annual

Biggie hip-hop
awards

by James McGehee'08
A&E Editor

by

Movie
The Celebration
Director Uncredited
Why do Americans ignore foreign
films? Do subtitles scare people?
If you have never watched a sub
titled film, you’d be surprised that
subtitles do not distract from the
screen action. The reading of sub
titles becomes largely subcon
scious. That said, The Celebra
tion. a Danish film by Thomas
Vinterberg, showcases a dysfunc
tional family at the patriarch’s 60th
birthday party. When the oldest
son gives what is supposed to be
a traditional birthday speech, he
casually lets it out that his father
sexually abused him and his sis
ter when they were children. Let
The Celebration begin.

Music

May 4,2006

Mike Holland ’06
A&E Staff

It’s that time of the year again.
Classes are ending, finals are beginning,
graduation is lurking and complete ri
diculousness is about to manifest itself.
All of this can only mean one thing: it’s
time for the annual Biggie Awards,
brought to you by the Arts & Entertain
ment section of The Cowl.
At the end of every school year it is
our job to chronicle the best and worst
in hip-hop music. As always these re
sults are the product of an exhaustive and
arduous contemplative process, and as
such are completely objective and unde
niably infallible. Really, though, I could
just care less what anyone else has to
think.
That being said, with no further de
lay, it is my pleasure to bring the win
ners to the stage.

Best Female Vocalist:
Goapele

Rookie of the Year:
(tie) Scott Free and RSun

Best Album You Didn’t Buy:
Pep Love, Ascension

Rapper who should not be an Actor:
50 Cent

Athlete who should not be a Rapper:
Ron Artest

Rapper who should not be an Athlete:
Fat Joe

Best Video:
Common, “Go”

The D-Chomes (“I’m in love”) Award:
Nas and Kelis

Album of the Year:

Best use of chipmunk voices:

Little Brother, The Minstrel Show

Kanye West

Honorable Mention:

Best “kiss and make up:”

Atmosphere, You Can’t Imagine How
Much Fun We ’re Having

Jay-Z and Nas

Best Career Comeback:

r Best Solo Artist:

Flava Flav

' Common

Highest Dental Insurance:
Honorable Mention:
Ghostface Killah

Best Duo Performance:

John Williams
E.T. Soundtrack
MCA

(tie) Nelly and Paul Wall

Worst Career Drop-off:
Eminem

The Perceptionists, “Black Dialogue”

Dishonorable Mention:

Best Group Performance:

More people have heard the mu
sic of John Williams than any
other artist or composer. Trust me
on that one. His best work may
be his score to Spielberg’s E. T.
The score perfectly follows the
film’s form but can stand on its
own as an important work of neo
classical music.

The Black Eyed Peas

Slum Village

Lifetime Achievement Award:
Honorable Mention:
Collective Efforts

Best Producer:
9th Wonder

Honorable Mention:
J Dilla, Kanye West

Best Collaborative Effort:
Dave Chappelle’s Block Party

Honorable Mention: Danger DOOM

De La Soul
Thanks to everyone for another great
year. And remember, hip-hop is not sim
ply a musical genre but a mindset, cul
ture, and way of life. Never meant to
champion deviance, hip-hop is meant to
perpetuate a positive message. Hope
fully I have made that message clear to
all ofyou hip-hop fans out there who took
the initiative to read my articles. If one
person listened, my efforts are com
pletely worth it.

■W
by Vladamir Nabokov
English was Vladamir Nabokov's
third language, after Russian and
French. You wouldn’t ever know it
reading his controversial 1955
novel Lolita. Through the voice of
Humbert Humbert, Nabokov cre
ates rules for narrative prose,
rather than follows them. At first,
the story of an older man’s love
and lust for 12-year-old Dolores
Haze may seem taboo, especially
when Quilty, a pornogrpaher. en
ters to make a cynical triangle of
lust At its end, though, Lolita
draws more empathy than disgust.

BIGGIE
BAD BOY
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May
Pearl Jam
Pearl Jam
J-Records
May 2
OK, so this album will already be out by
the time this issue is published, but no
one has time to listen until finals are over
anyway, so I’m calling it a summer al
bum. Pearl Jam’s self-titled eighth stu
dio album comes at a pivotal time for
one of the best “mainstream” rock bands
of the ’90s. Many critics would say,
though die-hard fans would disagree, that
the band has not produced a great album
since 1998 with Yield. This is their
chance to return to the top. (Joe M)

Prediction: B+
•

Tool
10,000 Days
Volcano
May 2
In 1996, with the release of JEnima, Tool
made the unlikely jump from raw metal
to a totally unique sound that is too beau
tiful to be called metal, too serious to be
called prog, too popular to be called
indie, and too smart to be called main
stream. Following in the footsteps of
2001 ’s groundbreaking album Lateralus,
10,000 Days will show that Tool contin
ues to push the boundaries of modem
Rock. Who else could get a sevenminute long single played on MTV?
(Jess M)

Snow Patrol
Eyes Open
A&M
May 9
Since their debut, Songsfor Polar Bears,
Snow Patrol have lived in the indie scene
with their blend of songwriting, musi
cianship, and pop-sensibilities. Their
critically acclaimed breakout record,
2004’s Final Straw, brought the sonic
background typical of Coldplay influ
enced indie rock of that time without the
banality that usually follows it. This will
be one to keep your eye on. (Joe M)
Prediction: B+

Grandaddy
Just Like the Fambly Cat
V2 Ada
May 9
Behold, the death of one of indie rock’s
greatest quirkiest bands. Since the late
’90s, Grandaddy has warned us that ro
bots are devouring our lives through
songs about androids, crystal lakes, and
appliance forests; but now, sadly, Jason
Lytle and company are parting ways.
Look for this final album, like Sumday
in 2003, to sparkle with synths and yawn
with sleepy organs and chugging guitar
under Lytle’s hushed vocals. (Joe M)

Prediction: A-

The Sound of Superman
Superman Returns Soundtrack
Rhino
May 23
Could it be possible that the uber-nerd
film critics that won’t even give the con
tinuation of the Christopher Reeve-era
Superman films a chance are secretly the
same pretentious music critics who will
bash every band on this album? Prob
ably. Call me crazy, but I’m interested
to see bands like Motion City
Soundtrack, Plain White T’s, and Jack’s
Mannequin offer up new original tracks
while The Receiving End of Sirens,
Paramore, and The Academy Is... cover
Stereophonies, Foo Fighters, and The
Clique, respectively. (Jess M)
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The Dogg Pound
Cali Is Active
Priority
June 27
Finally reunited as a unit, Daz, Kurupt,
and Snoop Dogg are just about done re
cording their first album together in
years. With dissention in the West Coast
hip-hop scene and led by the single of
the same name, Cali Is Active is sure to
resurrect the West Coast music scene and
deliver some great music to listen to with
the windows down on a hot summer day.
(RB)
Prediction: B

Prediction: B+

June
Mr. Lif
Momega
Definitive Jux
June 13
After his critically acclaimed debut al
bum, / Phantom, Lif is set to drop his
second album on Def Jux. With produc
tion from underground producer El-P,
Lifs socially conscious rhymes, concep
tual tracks, and clever wordplay make
every release with his name on it a must
have for hip-hop fans. I hope Lif can
carry on the momentum from / Phantom
and create another underground classic.
(RB)

Dashboard Confessional
(untitled as of yet)
Vagrant
June 27
Millions of teenage girls swooned and
sighed when Chris Carrabba announced
that his follow up to 2003’s A Mark, A
Mission, A Scar would be released in time
to provide the tearful backdrop to wilt
ing summer romances. No doubt that
Carrabba will include his identifiable el
egies to love, but the reported inclusion
of high-eneigy rock anthems will hope
fully divert floods of tears from emo kids
everywhere. (Jess M)

Prediction: B+

Prediction: A-

Prediction: A

Punk Goes 90s
Fearless
May 9
It’s as if a bunch of scene bands un
earthed and remade my adolescent mix
tape collection for profit. Glorious! Be
fore you hate on this as another collec
tion of “crappy emo bands” trying to res
urrect the ironic depression of the alter
native era, consider these potential gems:
High-brow hip-hopsters Gym Class He
roes covering the Red Hot Chili Pepper’s
“Under the Bridge,” melodic rock-pop
quintet Cartel taking on Oasis’s
“Wonderwall,” and pop-punk new kids
Hit the Lights pumping up Gin Blossom’s
“Hey Jealousy.” (Jess M)

July
Sufjan Stevens
The Avalanche: Outtakes and Extras
from the Illinois Album
Asthmatic Kitty
July 11
As Illinois is one of the most honest,
moving, intricately crafted albums to be
released since Wilco’s Yankee Hotel
Foxtrot, I can’t help think hearing its
outtakes may smudge the original’s
magic. At the same time, if its more raw
versions own the same brilliance, The
Avalanche could deepen Illinois' mys
tique. In any case, the better bet is to
wait for the next of the 50 states albums,
rumored to possibly be Rhode Island...
(Joe M)

Prediction: B

The Red Hot Chili Peppers
Stadium Arcadium
Warner
May 9
The Peppers’ ninth studio album was
originally supposed to be three albums
released sixth months apart, until the
band decided to make it a double album
instead. Kiedis and Co. have already her
alded it as some of the best work they’ve
ever done, returning to their funkified
roots. Even if they’re sticking their col
lective foot in their mouth, it should cer
tainly be worth donning a strategically
placed tube sock and rocking out.
(Jess M)

Prediction: A-

Prediction: B

Angels & Airwaves

'

No Need to Whisper
Geffen
May 23
Can life go on post-Blink 182? Appar
ently. Not only have bassist Mark
Hoppus and drummer Travis Barker
found success as a sought-after producer
and drummer in the Transplants, respec
tively, but guitarist Tom Delonge steps
up to the plate with his new rock outfit,
composed of ex-Boxcar Racer, the Dis
tillers, and the Offspring members.
Delonge has already proclaimed this
record as having n early-seminal status—
I hope the music will silence him and
speak for itself. (Jess M)

Prediction: A-

August
The Strange Fruit Project
The Healing
Blackson
June 20
The soulful trio from Texas returns with
another album that looks just as good as
its last effort, Soul Traveling. With
Symbolyc One on the majority of the
tracks, The Strange Fruit Project are set
on changing the sound of southern hip
hop. The album features Erykah Badu
and Little Brother and a production from
9th Wonder and Illmind to accompany
Symbolyc One’s beats. (RB)
Prediction: A

Jay Dee
Jay Dilla’s The Shining
Bbe
Late summer
Before his untimely death, Jay Dee
worked on his newest album, The Shin
ing. Unlike his last CD, Donuts, this al
bum is not a pure instrumental album.
This is his follow up to the 2001 album,
Welcome To Detroit and features Busta
Rhymes, Slum Village, and Phat Kat.
With mounting hospital bills, Jay Dee’s
family will surely benefit from the wealth
of music that he will still release. (RB)

Prediction: B
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Taste of the Town
with Stephanie A. Smith ’06
A&E Editor Emeritus

Bravo Brasserie
123 Empire St.
Providence, R.I.
(401)490-5112
I think that it is appropriate that for my
last Taste of the Town ever, the restau
rant I visited was called Bravo. In French,
“bravo” means “cheer” (according to
Babel Fish translations), and it is truly
time for me to say “cheers” and move
on. Well, not so much move on as be re
placed. Anyway, I digress. I came across
Bravo while surfing the Internet for new
restaurants in downtown Providence. It
is right next to Trinity Rep, and I thought
that with such a prime location, this place
must be a great little spot.
Bravo’s fare is “playfully French” and
so, in a mood to avoid all things serious,
I decided to try Bravo. Like most places
downtown, parking was a pain in the
behind, but like so many things in life,
there was no easy solution and my com
panions and I had to walk in the rain to
Bravo.

Atmosphere: Bravo was worth the little
walk. Inside, the restaurant is chic but
also very cute. A long bar stretches down
the side of the room and is surrounded

a prejudicial palate. They have appetiz
ers like steamed littlenecks, French fries
(frites), mussels, a cheese plate, and
more. For dinner, they serve steak and
fries, mussels and fries (moules frites),
and various entrees involving steak,
chicken, veal, and seafood, as well as
macaroni and cheese. A list of burgers
and sandwiches was also available in
cluding the Bravo burger (with aged
cheddar) and the Croque—Monsieur or
Madame, which is a French ham and
cheese sandwich served in a baguette.
The “Madame” also features a fried egg
on top of the sandwich. Hmm.
www. bravobrassene. com

by high two-person bar tables. The place
was crowded and people were hunched
over their little tables, picking at buck
ets of mussels and fries. The dining room
opened up, but the tables were still pretty
close together in a style that one of din
ing compatriots called “European—you
know, a little too close for comfort.” Our
table was one of the better ones, set in
the middle of the room and apart from
the others. I didn’t feel cramped. There
were bottles of wine sitting on shelves
and on top of columns, also, and creat

ing a casually luxurious feeling as if to
say, we put the wine in conspicuous
places to remind you to order it in case
you got so comfortable that you forgot.
I thought it was a lovely little place.

Selection: Another one of my friends
mentioned that this is one of those places
where you don’t bring picky eaters. They
have basic-sounding meals—like
poached salmon and slow-roasted
chicken—but each dish has a little bit of
flair that might intimidate someone with

Quality: The food was very good. The
Bravo chicken sandwich (grilled chicken,
avacado, arugula, applewood bacon, to
mato, balsamic vinegarette on a baguette)
was especially good—everything was
fresh and the quality of meat was excel
lent. The steak sandwich was the same.
Both were served with homemade may
onnaise. A nice touch.

Overall: The service was friendly and
quick and the entrees were reasonable
(about $18). Bravo is a great downtowm
spot that I would visit again.

GRADE: A-

Do you really know what
hip-hop is?
by

Scott Geer ’06
A&E Staff

Are you hip-hop? In this day and age
it’s a valid question to ask. So to begin
the quest for the meaning of hip-hop, you
walk down the street and you see a kid
wearing baggy jeans
MUSIC
with his hat backFEATURE
wards. Is he hip-hop?
Someone walks by
and flashes you their iPod, it reads,
“Mike Jones-Mike Jones.” Is he hip-hop?
Continuing down Mainstream Av
enue, an all black Escalade with tinted
windows, twenty-inch rims, and seismic
crust shifting bass pulls over to the side,
a window rolls down and so say you’re
looking for hip-hop.
You’re let in and immediately the
truck whips around, wheels spinning out
forming trails of smoke in the air. The
journey has now taken you as far from
Mainstream Avenue as possible.
You’re dropped off in the Bronx, New
York City. You’re unsure of whatyear it
is, but you can’t ever remember a time
you saw a street lined with Impalas. On
the comer you see a group of kids with
afros, wearing Adidas shell-toes and
Ascics. One of them is on the ground
doing dance moves to a James Brown
song, so you ask out loud, “Is this hip
hop?” They all stop and look puzzled
saying, “Hip-what? This is break danc
ing.” They call you a b-boy bum and
then raucously laugh, so you move on
with the search.
Over in a dark alley you see a young
kid with a spray can painting the side wall
of an abandoned building. As you get
closer you notice it’s some form of art
work that says the word “Fresh!” in bold

lettering. You startle him when you ask,
“Is this hip-hop?” He jumps back but
then realizes you’re not a cop and says,
“Hip-huh?” He then says that this is the
art ofgraffiti that is becoming more popu
lar as a form of street expression. You
respond by saying you want to see some
more, so he tells you to head to the South
Street subway station, where some trains
will come by with good work that he’s
done.
On your way to the subway station
you walk through what seems to be a big
outdoor block party. There is barbeque,
kids playing in the street, as well as rock
and funk music playing on a DJ’s turn
tables. Partying and having a good time
seems to be the only thing on peoples’
minds. You’re not from the area, but you

can feel the unity all around you and ev
erything is peaceful as you walk through.
When you arrive at the steps of the
subway station, there is a large portable
radio playing rock-and-roll beats. There
are four guys just standing around firing
lyrics back and forth. So you ask them
if this is hip-hop. They don’t even re
spond to your question. As you listen
closely to what they’re saying, one of
them says, “I rap with the rhythm and
the rhythm’s what I rap.”
After a few minutes of listening, you
hear a train coming, so you run down
the steps and into the subway. There’s
no graffiti on the train, but you notice
that a sign says “train number 77 via
Mainstream Avenue,” so you hop on, re
alizing it’s your chance to get back home.

Sitting back on the train, you think of all
you saw and heard as well as how no
body had an answer for exactly what hip
hop was. Everything seemed so old
school, so remote from what you see to
day.
It is at this point that you realize you
had just experienced the historical roots
of hip-hop. Each encounter helped paint
the bigger picture of what it actually is.
All ofthe elements that you witnessed in
the Bronx make hip-hop complete, whole
and circular. So as you return home you
now have a better understanding of what
hip-hop was and should continue to be
all about.
You now realize that without any one
of these aspects, it can never truly be hip
hop.

—The Cowl
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He liked to watch children play God
by

Megan Bishop ’07
Portfolio Editor

Jack liked to watch children play God.
It was fascinating to witness a child’s first
decisive moment between allowing life
and prescribing death. He liked it so
much that sometimes he
FICTION would wander into play
grounds with large novels
tucked under his arm. He
would sit on a bench and peer over the
tops of the pages until he spotted a child
off at the edge of the sandbox. Not just
any child, of course, but a child whose
eyes seemed to trace h path into the
ground, cautiously and curiously, then
widen with power. They would soon re
alize that it was in their power to allow
that ant, or centipede, or wounded bee,
to make it from one edge of play
ground to the next.
“Shh . . .” the child
would always whisper to
her playmates, as if the vol
ume of their words would
change the bugs’ planned
course. They were wrong, however,
for the bugs were usually too pre
occupied with carrying the morsels of
food that had fallen from the children’s
lunch bags to listen to the utterances of
humans. Perhaps if they had listened,
they would have known to stay far away
from the sandbox and would have
searched for food in other, less hazard
ous places.
It was then that the child would place
her shovel and pail back into the grains
of sand and step out of the box, not let

ting her eyes wan
der from the tho
raxes or antennae.
They would hover
over the ant, and
their lips would
curl into a smile. It
was then that they
had to make their
decision: life or
death. Jack had been watching these mo
ments for years, and so very few children
went back to building castles, for destroy
ing things was a much better activity.
There were two types of children who
chose death. First, there were those who
raised a foot and held it in the air, look
ing to their peers for support. Then, then
they’d slam it down and recoil, seeking
refuge behind castle walls. Second
were the children whose eyes
would light up as they traced the
path of their victim. The chil
dren would always hit
the ground with such a
force, then twist the
foot—just to ensure that
the exoskeleton had sunk
into the earth.
Jack usually couldn’t
stay too long, but he was addicted to the
sight. He wondered what it would be like
to live in a world filled with giants, who
saw you as nothing more than pests—
giants that spent their money to keep you
from invading their warm houses, when
all you were looking for was compas
sion—it’s not like the giants eat crumbs
off the floors, anyways.
Soon watching the small children

ground would be too much, and Jack
would leave, wondering when the bad
people separate from the good. He didn’t
notice, however, after he swatted a fly

tumbled and spun out of control, land
ing somewhere among the blades of
grass.

Marianne, the slide, and the bad egg
by

Jennifer McCafferty ’07
Portfolio Staff

One day, Marianne, age six, realized
she was “going places.”
She heard the phrase when her father
used it in a phone conversation as he was
dropping Marianne off at
FICTION kindergarten on his way to
work. He was a sentimen
tal guidance counselor at
the local high school, and he liked to tell
his colleagues that their students were
“going places” to boost their self esteem
and to make them see the so-called
“problem students” in a better light. And,
deep down, he really thought that most

of the students were “going places.”
On this particular morning, for in
stance, he was telling Mr. Evans, a math
teacher and one of his golf buddies, that
young Timothy in third period pre-cal
culus wasn’t such a bad egg, really.
“1 really think that boy’s going
places,” Marianne’s father said.
Marianne had been sitting in the back
seat quietly during the drive, alternating
between listening to her dad talk and
watching the trees and houses and cars
rush past them outside the window. She
was just reverting to the latter when she
heard him say the words “going places,
and she suddenly felt curious. Where
was Timothy going, exactly? And why
was he going there?
From the way her dad
said it, it sounded like
a good thing that he
was going there,
wherever it was.
And at that mo
ment, Marianne de
cided that she, too,
was “going places.”
They reached the
school, and as usual,
Marianne’s father
walked her to the door
of the classroom, gave
her a kiss, told her to
be a good girl, and left
to go to work.
Marianne turned and
entered the classroom,
but today was differ
ent from every other
today, for today she
knew that she was
“going places.” She
strode past the bean
bag chairs and the
painting easels to the

line of pegs on the wall to hang up her
coat with an air of resolution. After hang
ing up her coat, she scanned the room to
find someone to whom she could tell her
news. She was very excited—she
couldn’t just keep something like this a
secret! But whomever she told would
have to able to appreciate the magnitude
of such a decision! Who could she pos
sibly tell?

For the rest of the morning,
Marianne waited anxiously
for recess. She was nervous.
Finally, when recess came,
she bounded out the door
and immediately ascended
the ladder to the top of the
slide and, in a thrilling
moment, slid down the other
Her eyes rested on Miss Lawrence,
the teacher’s helper. She wasn’t really
old like the teacher, and she didn’t smell
of old tissues like the teacher. Marianne
decided that Miss Lawrence thus met the
criteria for being her confidante and
walked over as the young woman was
sifting through a pile of paintings the
children had done the day before.
“Hey Miss Lawrence, guess what?”
Marianne exclaimed. Miss Lawrence
looked up from the paintings and smiled
warmly at Marianne. She leaned over
the table to meet the child’s gaze.
“Hello, Marianne,” she said. “What’s
going on?”
“Guess what?”
“What?”
Marianne beamed. “I’m going
places!’ She held her breath, waiting for

Miss Lawrence’s response.
Miss Lawrence paused for a moment,
waiting for Marianne to finish her
thought. When she realized that was all
there was to it, she grinned back at the
little girl.
“That’s great, Marianne!” she said.
“Where do you think you’llgo first?”
Marianne’s face skewed up in concen
tration. She had no idea where she would
go first. She tried to imagine where
Timothy would go, even though she
didn’t know him. And then—
“I’m going to the top of the big slide!”
she exclaimed.
“Great!” Miss Lawrence replied en
couragingly.
For the rest of the morning, Marianne
waited anxiously for recess. She was ner
vous. Finally, when recess came, she
bounded out the door and immediately
ascended the ladder to the top of the slide
and, in a thrilling moment, slid down the
other side. She had done it! She really
was “going places,” just like Timothy!
That afternoon, when Marianne’s fa
ther came to pick her up from kindergar
ten, she excitedly told him about going
down the slide.
“That’s great, honey,” he said. He
seemed more tired today than usual.
Marianne waited for him to go on about
how great her feat had been, but when
she realized that that was all there was
to
it,
she
timidly
asked:
“Daddy, are you ok?”
“Yes, honey, I’m fine. One of the stu
dents got in trouble today, and I spent a
lot of time talking to his parents and—”
Marianne’s father stopped himself, then
continued, “Anyway, I’m fine.”
A pause.
“Daddy,” Marianne said quietly.
“Was it Timothy?”
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and wonder, with a dash of the
dictionary.
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In the Garden of Eden
by

Christine Bagley ’06

Managing Editor Emeritus

a forced solemn
by

Craig Malesra ’08
Portfolio Staff

well as for now
my thoughts will drift in and out
unimpeded as they usually are
(I can’t seem to stop them)
and what was at one time a pristine assurance now pushes itself
grotesquely outward, like a distended belly
as if it wished to leave immediately.
But lying prostrate I cannot hear anything
but the shrill pierce of the loud moon
as she screams at the streets,
bleeds her light all about,
and retires, spent.
She slinks back into the arms of her stars
and reposes
and I run into the house before the bright star
retakes its strenuous post
atop the eager clouds.
and I am left to squint, and count the thick,
painful seconds until I can walk again
underneath her pale gloom,
my thin shoulders illuminated in her most pathetic light.

Dear Lonely,
Tell me about it. I think that most
people are now walking around the cam
pus in a daze for one of two reasons: 1.)
They have spent too much time in those
library cubicles and their eyes are still
in squint mode because they’ve been try
ing to read the graf
fiti that was etched in
1982 for four hours.
2.) They have no
work yet, and there
fore have spent the
beginning of this
week drinking some
where
between
Pinehurst Avenue
and Admiral Street. Unfortunately I’m
like you, and apparently the Class of
1995 rules, or so my cubicle tells me.
What you really need to do is look at
your options—how important is your
GPA? Will you never forgive yourself if
you get a B in your theology require
ment? If so, then you probably will want
to study for that exam and not go out
with your friends. But, please consider
time management and something I like
to call pain before pleasure. Yes, study
ing and paper writing is the bane of most
college students’ lives, but if you bare
down and get it over with, you’ll have
more time to enjoy your last few days
here at PC, and you won’t feel the weight
of all your work hanging over you.
As far as all those “loose ends” you
seem to need to tie up: call your mom
and tell her that you’re busy—and that
you don’t want to waste the money she
paid for your college, talking about when
she’s coming to get you. Next, tell that
boyfriend to chill. If things are meant to
be then they’ll happen—if you two can’t
handle a summer apart, then cest la vie.
You were probably too good for him any
way.
So please get it done, I hope you are
reading this in Club Phill’s right now and
are typing up the conclusion to one of
your research papers. I bet walking out
of that library will be the best feeling
you’ve had in awhile. Cheers!

Crisp redness tickled her sense of smell
The roundness
The glossiness
The richness
The ripeness
Sweet Apple.

Clamber for the highest limb of the tree
A lulling applause from the muffled
leaves
As the bough arches downward.

With a sharp twist of her wrist
The forbidden fruit
Tumbles into her cupped palms
Surrendering to her feminine gravity.
Dare to eat.
Dare to indulge.
Satiate.
Quench.

She Said. He said

Making PC an emotionally stable place
one letter at a time...
This Week...

how to enjoy those last few nights

Dear Tiffany and Earl,
As the year draws to a close, I’ve begun to realize how few nights
we have left at PC, graduating senior or not. And frankly, the future
freaks me out. I’ve got my boyfriend asking me what we’re going to
“be” over the summer, two 10-page research papers, four exams, and
my mom keeps calling me asking what day would be good for her to
come move me out. Come on, Mom—stop reminding me that I need
to go home to a curfew and a lack of free flowing liquor. So Tiff and
Earl, as a final goodbye, I ask: What’s a girl to do when she’s loaded
up with work but really just wants to remember the fun times at PC
and not the inside of a library cubical at Club Phill’s?
—Lonely in the library cubical behind the “P” section

It’s been auunfuledye^rof advice giving.
Enjoy the summer, and fe ’ll teeyou in September!
wdte^fpfany &farl!

Send youryMftttils to:

AskTiffanyE<
arl(ayahoo. com

\

Dear Girl,
I can’t believe this. I finally found
somebody and this is what I get. You see,
I put on this tough-guy demeanor, but I
am a sensitive individual. I spent this year
looking for the perfect companion, my
tie more attractive—
and I found her. Af
ter an entire life
time of searching, I
found her in Your
Mother’s Diner, of
course. It was love
at first sight—at
least for me—she
couldn’t really
open her eyes. Af
ter two amazing weeks I am sure that I
have found my soulmate. But now, when
I asked what we are going to do over the
summer, I get the “Oh, we’ll just live our
own lives.” Geez Shannon, don’t you re
alize that people aren’t your play things?
I am no woman’s yo-yo! You can’t just
send me away to expect me to do an
around the world through a cat’s cradle,
and come back to you with my undying
love at the beginning of next year. Oh no,
we are done.
I think you shouldn’t dwell on what
happened in the past. Spend your time
free—not chained down by dead weight.
Forget about the so called “good times”
and think about the better times you’ll
have once you don’t have to see that pro
miscuous harlot everywhere you go. Life
is going to be great back home. Look at
the positives: Mom will always love
you—she’ 11 never leave you. Who needs
a drink when you have Mom’s love? I
say bite your time in the library Get the
grades you need, get a great job, and af
ter you’ve made your first million come
back with Toby Keith, ’cause you’ll be
so loaded you’ll be able to rent him out
for personal events. Stroll over to her
trailer where she and her husband “Carl”
live and have Toby Keith put it better than
you could, “HOW DO YOU LIKE ME
NOW?” That moment will be better than
any amount of partying. So worry not,
spend your days studying and the only
moment you’ll ever need to remember
will come. Enjoy your summer and see
you in the fall.
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Dreams of New York
City in the winter:
a fictional letter
KRISTINA H. REARDON ’08/The Cowl

by Dan Meehan ’07
Writing as “William Nash”

Portfolio Staff

In my old age, writing translates as a wisely constructed arrangement of grammatical pillars that support a foundation of linguistic
territories, somehow connected at the seams. There is no room for humor, and I have found that the subject of my dissertation, on which I am
currently working (and which you now hold, as it pulsates in your hand), has shown complete disregard for this aspect of my style in his
largely flawed reconstruction of my most genuine and rich poems.
Poem. Simply hearing or speaking the word causes my eyelids to lighten and the highway of my heart to expand to four lanes. Throughout
my life, I have studied all kinds of lyric, prose, verse, and haiku. I have, in detail that causes the eyes to squint, searched in every dusty corner
of the Old and New Testaments and at times have struggled long into the night contemplating. Therefore, I do not appreciate the lack of
seriousness (and quite clearly, craftsmanship) in Daniel Richard Meehan’s UNAUTHORIZED reproduction of my work. That sly little jerk
has given public readings of “Lou Reed Street Blues,” “River Blues,” “Mary,” and of course “Untitled.” (I might add that this particular poem
originally came with an aesthetically pleasing title. However, for fear that Mr. Meehan may be reading this, I will not mention the title at this
time. If you contact my publisher, he will be glad to send you the original title as well as any other information concerning me at your request.)
He has stripped my work naked and then presented it mockingly to the community, who seem to accept it as genuine, though I assure you the
originals from which he stole are much richer. (I had intended to be present at one of these readings but had to turn away. Upon entering, 1 saw
Mr. Meehan out of the comer of my eye and overheard a quite unfunny joke he was in the act of performing. “My favorite is cherry Coke
because you don’t have to scratch before you sniff.” I abruptly turned around and left.)
However offensive my attack may seem, it is purely well-intended and, in a way, a means of self-defense. Mr. Meehan is both a crook and
a highly incompetent auteur, and the aesthetic savagery he has applied to my work is unsettling both to my family and me. (At this moment,
I pause and rise from my green room desk to greet both the young reporter from The New York Times and the CNN camera crew. The camera
crew is early; however, I use this to my advantage and lead them into my green room where they excitedly film me typing. 1 have since had the
photograph framed and it hangs contently above my guest room toilet.)
Quite frankly, I have been embarrassed and would like to use this opportunity to clear the air. I am not here to joke around and play with
words as if they are refrigerator magnets. I take myself very seriously. I’m not even a Talking Heads fan. In fact, one of the few of Mr.
Meehan’s work that is an original is suspect to theft. “And as things fell apart, nobody paid much attention,” is the epitaph for some poem he
wrote about being sad. He stole from Bret Easton Ellis’ Lunar Park, a work that Mr. Meehan has mentioned to be an influence. I did not ask
him what the book particularly influenced because Mr. Meehan shows no sign of ever breaking through his jumbled line by line recounting
of the stupid things he thinks about. Me, I’m a businessman, I understand what will sell, and I don’t stray very far from that particular formula.
I encourage Mr. Meehan to do the same and stop stealing my work.
Anyway, I’ve become quite bored with this letter that I am writing. I have nothing left to say except for the fact that Mr. Meehan should
feel guilty after reading this. I will leave you all with my final poem, so you can be certain that it is my voice you are hearing, not Mr.
Meehan’s. If you see him, give him a piece of your mind because he’s really been feeling too good about himself lately. We will speak again.
Sincerely,William Nash

Going
Abroad
The Dead Man Next
year?
We left cups and cans and napkins on the tables,
balloons were hanging from the cables,
police sirens soared and screamed, as usual,
the door was left unlocked.

And some seeds were scattered letting
water filter through and what grew out
of the ground was quite unusual,
the touch of it’s face was inscrutible,
but we found it’s presence to be something
beautiful and wrote it in as our own.

We said “Dead man, don’t feel that
your words aren’t suitable, your
demand to be with us is indisputable,
though the holes in your hands are
quite unusual, it’s something for which
we should all have fever to tell.”

We all look like you, Dead Man,
but you were lost somewhere in the night.

“I have bought and sold you all for balance
of words. Placed sentences in spaces
like balancing beams, it is not unusual
to be unsuitable or irreverent with evidence
that is refutable, the attained object has
certainly struck a nerve. It is all of us in
New York City with a snow on the ground.”

Well, then we want you
The Portfolio section of The Cowl is
looking for students who are going abroad
for the Fall ’06 or the Spring ’07 semester
to write about their experiences. Take the
opportunity to get published in your home
land while studying abroad!

Interested students should send an e-mail to

PortfolioPC@yahoo.com.
Be sure to attach a writing sample
of any kind.

Roving Photographers
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What would your dream job for
this summer be?

“Collecting money at a toll booth.”
Buddy Lambert ’07

“Getting paid for being me.”
Treva Wasserman ’08

“Getting an internship with Dog the Bounty Hunter.”
Adam Truesdale ’07, Raymond McGrath ’08

“Professional full-time skateboarder.”
Brendan Graham ’08

“To be a professional clapper on syndicated family T. V.”
Athena Fokaidis ’09

Tony Soprano

Waste Management.”
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Friars Scoreboard
____ Scores — Standings — Statistics — Schedules — Standouts

Standouts

Rachel Bartholomew

Brendan Ryan

Softball
Junior—Rancho Santa Margarita, Calif.
Bartholomew did not cool off a week after
taking Big East Player of the Week honors,
blasting a two-run homer against Syracuse
which led the Friars to a 4-2 win.
Bartholomew is now batting .358 on the
year with 12 homers and 40 RBIs.

Lacrosse
Junior—Chatham, N.J.
Ryan helped lead the Friars to the No. 1
seed in the MAAC Tournament, posting
seven points in PC’s two games this past
week, including a hat trick versus Marist.
He also netted in PC’s crucial 8-3 win over
Mount St. Mary’s on Saturday.

Scores

Schedules

Saturday 4/29

Thursday 5/4

Lacrosse vs. Mount St. Mary’s
Softball at Pittsburgh
Softball at Pittsburgh
Men’s Track at Penn Relays
Women’s Track at Penn Relays

W, 8-3
L, 2-0
W, 3-2
Ind. Results
Ind. Results

Sunday 4/30

Softball vs. Louisville (doubleheader)

2:00 p.m.

Friday 5/5

Men’s Lacrosse vs. Marist (MAAC Semifinals
at Buffalo, N.Y.)

4:00 p.m.

Saturday 5/6

W,4-2
L, 4-1

Softball at Syracuse
Softball at Syracuse

Men’s Track at Big East Championships
Women’s Track at Big East Championships

All Day
All Day

Sunday 5/7

Tuesday 5/2

Cancelled

Softball at Holy Cross (doubleheader)

Men’s Lacrosse vs. Mount St. Mary’s/Canisius
(MAAC Championship at Buffalo, N.Y.)
Men’s Track at Big East Championships
Women’s Track at Big East Championships

Noon
All Day
All Day

Wednesday 4/26

Softball vs. Boston College
Men’s Lacrosse at Marist

W, 5-3
W,9-6

Stand ings
Big East Women’s Softball Standings (5/2/06)
Team
USF
Louisville
Notre Dame
Syracuse
Providence
DePaul
Pittsburgh
St. John’s
Seton Hall
Connecticut
Rutgers
Villanova

W
14
13
14
15
11
9
10
8
6
6
4
2

Big East
L
2
3
4
7
9
9
12
10
12
14
14
16

T
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

w

44
35
34
34
29
27
29
27
28
19
12
13

Overall
L
21
8
17
20
16
19
26
25
24
28
34
34

T
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Final MAAC Men’s LacrosseStandines
MAAC
Overall
Team
W
L
T
L
W
2
6
0
8
Providence 6
2
8
0
6
Mt. St. Mary’s 6
7
7
2
6
0
Canisius
9
3
0
6
St. Joseph’s 5
8
4
0
6
4
Marist
7
4
0
6
4
Manhattan
10
4
0
5
3
Siena
10
3
6
0
2
VMI
15
0
8
0
0
Wagner

T
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Sports Geek: Turnaround
continued from back page
PC graduate (and a great player in his
own right, I might add), Daley has been
at the helm for six years now, and this
past season represents the culmination of
his hard work invested in the program.
Remember, folks, that this is almost
the exact same team that went 0-16-0 the
year before. Yes, last year’s team had
injuries, but even more than that, they
suffered from low confidence and a
simple run of bad luck. To their credit,
they never lost faith in what they were
building, and that was evident with their
stellar season this year. I’m not going to
go into the details—read Ryan Holt ’09’s
article for that—but suffice to say that
the NCAA Tournament win represents an
incredible achievement not just for the
soccer program, but for PC sports in gen
eral.
Though the Men’s Hockey team did
not have that same postseason success,
there is just as much reason for optimism
with this squad. I covered this program
for the entire year last season, and the
style the Friars played was about as ex
citing as daytime television. But with
new Head Coach Tim Army—another
Providence alum—PC has embraced an
all-out attacking style that has brought the
fans back to Schneider Arena and the
pride back to the program.
I can’t stress this enough: go watch
the hockey team play! Schneider can be
a great atmosphere when the crowd gets
into it, and I know that Coach Army and
his players value the fan support. I say
this seriously, and I really believe it—
Army is building something special here,
and you would be well-advised to jump
on the bandwagon while there’s still
room.
In that article from last year, I also
came down pretty hard on the Women’s
Basketball program—but once again,
there is great reason for optimism as we
look to the future. It may seem odd to

praise a team for an 8-19 campaign, but
when you manage three Big East wins
after going winless in the conference for
two years, I’d say that’s quite an accom
plishment.
New Head Coach Phil Seymore is the
real deal—he has lit a fire under this
team, and the Friars are well on the road
back to respectability. A return to the
Big East title challenges of the early 90s
may not be exactly around the corner,
but if Seymore can continue to attract
young talent like freshman guard
Chelsea Marandola (Big East All-Fresh
man team with 12.5 points and 5.1 as
sists), then the future is certainly bright
for this program.
Yet another program on the up is
women’s soccer—and once again, it’s a
new coach responsible for the new men
tality. Head Coach Jim McGirr knows
he has his work cut out for him, but he is
embracing his first collegiate head
coaching job with the fervor needed to
turn thing around. Eleven of PC’s 14
goals this year came from freshmen or
sophomores, so McGirr has the advan
tage of youth as he looks to resurrect the
women’s soccer program.
Of course, there are some programs
that have enjoyed steady success over
the past few years—Women’s Ice
Hockey and the track programs imme
diately spring to mind—and we
shouldn’t forget them. Head Coach Bob
Deraney and the women’s hockey team
had a “down” year this season, finishing
17-14-4 and bowing out in the Hockey
East semifinals, while track and cross
country had yet another excellent sea
son under Head Coach Ray Treacy, with
sophomore Max Smith and senior Mary
Cullen earning All-American honors,
and numerous runners qualifying for the
NCAAs.
All of this boils down to one, ines
capable fact: that just a year after it
looked like the apocalypse was about to
descend upon PC Sports, the future
doesn’t look quite so bleak after all.—

Attention
Psychology ~ Education ~ Social Work
Human Service Majors!
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friars update
A recap of the week in Providence sports
Lacrosse trumps Mount St Mary’s,
heads into MAAC Tourney
The Providence College Lacrosse
team completed another successful regu
lar season this past week, notching an 83 victory over Mount St. Mary’s to claim
both a share of the Metro Atlantic Ath
letic Conference regular season title and
the top seed in the conference tourna
ment.
The Friars were led against the Moun
taineers by senior Michael Farley, who
tallied his fourth hat trick of the season,
and graduate student, Jonathan Hollister,
who netted a pair of goals in the opening
seven minutes to give the Friars a lead
they would not relinquish.
Junior goalkeeper Peter Littell was
once again strong in defense for PC,
racking up nine saves. For his efforts,
Littell was named the MAAC Defensive
Player of the Week, the third time this
season that he has earned the award.
But Littell was not the only Friar to
win an award this week; Head Coach
Chris Burdick was honored as U.S. La
crosse Coach of the Week.
With that No. 1 seed, the Friars will
take on No. 4 seed Marist at 4:00 p.m.
on Friday, May 5, in Buffalo, N.Y.—one
of two MAAC semifinals on the day. The
game represents a rematch of last year’s
semifinals, which Marist won 9-5.
If the Friars manage to defeat Marist
for a second time this season, they will
advance to the MAAC Championship
game to face the winner for Mount St.
Mary’s and Canisius. The title game will
take place on Sunday, May 7, at noon.

Softball continues march toward Big
East Tournament
Last weekend, the team split series
away at Pittsburgh on Saturday and Syra

cuse on Sunday to earn a spot in the Big
East Tournament..
In the first game Sunday, the Friars
took an early 2-0 lead. Junior Rachel
Bartholomew doubled that lead with her
her team-leading 12th home run. The
Orange would threaten but only managed
to pull within two runs. The game ended
with senior Michelle Bowers throwing
out what would have been the third Syra
cuse run at the plate, giving PC the 4-2
victory. Junior Sara Surosky (17-11)
pitched a complete game.
PC was down early in the second
game until freshman Gina Rossi evened
the score with an RBI single. Syracuse
took the lead for good in the fifth inning.
Freshman Jennifer Maccio took the loss
for the Friars.
The Friars secured their spot in the
tournament by beating the Pittsburgh
Panthers 3-2 in the second game of
Saturday’s doubleheader. The team was
blanked 2-0 in the first game, though
Surosky pitched well in the loss, going
the distance and striking out five.
The second game was also close, but
PC came out on top. Pitt took a two run
lead into the fourth but the Friars loaded
the bases on two hits and a walk, paving
the way for freshman Gina Rossi’s sac
fly. Junior Katie Ross drove in PC’s
other two runs. Maccio avenged her loss
from the previous day by allowing only
two runs in her stellar seven innings.
The Friars’ games at Holy Cross on
Tuesday were rained out but they will
finish the regular season on May 4. The
team will play at home against Louisville
at 2:00 p.m. Next, they will travel to
South Bend, Ind., to compete in the Big
East Tournament May 11-15.
—compiled by Erin Redihan '08 and
Kevin O ’Brien '07

Men and Women Needed for
Alcohol Drinking Research Study
The Center for Alcohol and Addiction Studies at Brown
University is examining the effects of a medication on
responses to drinking and alcohol related cues. Study
participation will involve several outpatient visits
over approximately a 6-week period.

Earn up to $500 for completing the study
You must be 21-65 years old, a regular drinker, and
not seeking treatment for alcohol problems.
in human services for over 40 years, is
seeking dedicated students who want to get a head start on
gaining practical experiences that will enhance their
marketability upon graduation.

CranstonArc, a leader

Call Amy or JP at (401) 444-1807

Home Based Treatment Services employs talented individuals
who work with a team of licensed professionals participating
in the delivery of treatment services to children with
a variety of developmental and behavioral needs.

make a difference in the lives of
children with disabilities

excellent hourly rate

■ important training

opportunities

flexible hours
Minimum qualifications include:
-High School Diploma/GED
-Access to an insured vehicle
-Proof of a clean driving record
-Must pass Background Criminal Investigation

For more information contact Maureen Russo, HR Manager,

CranstonArc, 111 Comstock Pkwy, Cranston, RI 02921,
Tel: 941-1112, ext 139 or email: mrusso@cranstonarc.org

Apartments for Rent
Apartment for Rent!
Many 3-12 bed recently
Pembroke Ave near PC 2nd
renovated apartments and
and 3rd floors: 3 Large
houses available. Houses on
Bedrooms, new porch, new
Oakland, Pembroke, Eaton,
kitchen appliances, stove,
Pinehurst, and Tyndall.
refrigerator, dishwasher, new
Many have new baths, hard gas baseboard heat, and gas
woods, parking, and laundry. hot water, new bathrooms.
Some available with phone, Secure area with lighted
cable, and high speed
parking. $1,200.00 per
internet jacks in every room. month Call 831-3100.
Call 952-0966 for details.
LOOKING FOR A PLACE OFF-CAMPUS?
Great house for group of 4-5. Comer of Admiral St. and
Huxley Ave. Off-street parking, washer/dryer, DW, alarm,
porch, fireplace, and more. Call M. Perry 334-4045.
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PC track hits its stride in 2005-06
by

Erin Redihan ’08

Asst. Sports Editor

Not even the New York Yankees, the
team considered by many to be the ulti
mate dynasty, have gone to the playoffs
17 straight years. And yet, that is some
thing of which the Providence College
women’s cross country team can boast.
The Friars own the longest streak of any
Division I program to make it to the post
season in any sport. And with the way
things are going, that streak seems fairly
solid for the near future.
“This has been one of those years that
I’ll look back on in years to come as be
ing successful,” said Head Coach Ray
Treacy.
Treacy’s statement seems to be an
understatement when you consider the
accomplishments of a team that lost an
Olympian and All-American in Kim
Smith ’05. Fortunately, Smith’s team
mates have more than stepped up to fill
the void. The women’s cross country
squad enjoyed another successful year
as senior Fiona Crombie led her team to
the NCAA finals.
On the individual level, Crombie
made the most of her senior season, win
ning both the Big East Championship and
the NCAA regional championship, as
well as becoming an All-American. The
team placed 16th in the field of 31 teams
in the NCAA finals and had three run
ners finish in the top 100 of a very chal
lenging field, capping off a season that
saw them finish in the top half of every
meet they entered and no lower than sev
enth until the NCAA finals.
The team’s momentum carried over
into the indoor track season, another lu
crative one for the program. As with the
cross country team, a senior stepped up
to lead her team. This time, it was Maty
Cullen who captured several individual
crowns while helping her squad reach the
NCAA finals.
Cullen started off 2006 with a bang,
running what was the fastest time of the
year in the 3,000 meters at the Sorlein
Memorial Invitational meet at the Uni
versity of Rhode Island in January.
Cullen never looked back, sprinting her
way to being named Athlete of the Meet
at the Big East Championships, as well
as the NCAA Regional Athlete of the
Year. Throughout the course of the sea
son, she held the fastest time in the
United States in three different events.
Mary Cullen-was not the only Friar
to enjoy a successful season. PC junior
Meghan Owen also raced her way to the
NCAA championships at the University
of Arkansas, running in the mile.

COURTESY OF SPORTS INFO

Sophomore Max Smith ran his first career sub-4:00 minute mile on his way
to being named an All-American at the NCAA Indoor Track Championships.
This spring, two Friars in particular Fagan, as he shattered the record that had
have paced the team in their meets thus stood for 28 years.
far. Graduate student Aine Hoban has
As a whole, the Men’s Cross Country
already qualified for the 5,000 meters in team placed third at both the Big East
the Big East Championships while fresh Championships and the NCAA
man Kate DiCamillo has gotten her Friar Regionals. Fagan once again led the Fri
career off to a fast start by qualifying for ars at the Regionals, placing second over
the NCAA Championships to be held in all on his way to the NCAA Champion
June in the same event. So far, three Fri ships. He was one of three Providence
ars are entered into the NCAA Regionals, runners to qualify for the NCAAs along
while two more are set for the Champi with sophomores Max Smith and Ahmed
onships.
“Mary Cullen has a very good chance
to win the 5000 at the NCAAs,” pre
dicted Coach Treacy. “She’s running at
her very best and I’d like very much to
see her cap off her PC career with a title.”
This weekend, the Friars will take the
next step toward their ultimate goal of
the NCAA finals by competing in the Big
East Championships at the University of
Connecticut. In this meet, Hoban is fa
vored in the 10,000 meters.
It has been a positive year for the
men’s program as well. The cross coun
try team fared well overall, led by senior
Martin Fagan.
Martin Fagan was the key for us this
year, said Treacy. Fagan was the cham
pion at the Penn State Invitationals as
well as the Big East champion. The Big
East crown was a double victory for

Haji. Fagan went on to be named an AllAmerican at the NCAA Championships.
Fagan and Smith burned up the in
door track as well. Smith ran the mile in
a time of 3:39.33 at the Terrier Classic
in January, marking the first time he has
run the mile in under four minutes. The
team finished ninth out of 12 teams in
the Big East Championships but the in
dividual results were much better. The
Friars took home two individual crowns,
with Fagan grabbing the title in the 3,000
meters and Smith winning the mile. Like
Smith, Fagan was also named the Ath
lete of the Meet and went on to be named
an All-American at the NCAA finals.
The outdoor track team is off to a fast
start as well. At the Stanford Invitational,
Fagan qualified for the NCAAs in the
10,000 meters while Smith finished sec
ond in the 1,500 meters, good enough to
make the NCAA regionals. Meanwhile,
senior Richard Jones has qualified for
this weekend’s Big East Championships
in the 800 meters.
“The ultimate goal for Fagan and
Smith is for both to win [NCAA] titles,”
said Treacy. “They’re doing very well
right now.”
Treacy’s evaluation of his top male
runners applies equally to the program
as a whole. This year, PC continued its
tradition of a very strong track program,
having runners named All-Americans for
both the cross country and indoor track
seasons. And if all goes as hoped, that
trend may continue in the outdoor
NCAAs, as well.
“Overall, this has been a pretty good
year,” Treacy said. And with the solid
squad he has compiled, it appears that
the team will continue on the fast track
in the coming seasons.

Hockey: Bright future
continued from back page
The5-foot-ll inch, 185-pound leftwing
recorded 29 points with 10 goals and 19
assists. Before Salisbury, Collins spent
the 2004-2005 season at Thayer Acad
emy where he was team captain and
teammates with current Friar forward
Pierce Norton.
Army: “1 sort of inherited Greg; he
had been recruited by (former Coach
Paul) Pooley but I wanted to honor the
commitment. He’s got good speed, got
offensive instincts, good shot, good sense
around the net. We wanted to get faster
throughout our lineup and he’s going to
add to that speed.”
• Matt Tommaisello, another Rhode
Islander from the incoming freshman
class, is the final forward. Tommaisello
is a 5-foot-9 inch, 175-pound left wing
who played for the Bridgewater Bandits
of the Eastern Junior Hockey League this
past season, captaining them to their first
ever EJHL playoff appearance with 16
goals and 24 assists in the process.
Army: “He skates, he’s got great
speed, good skill-level. He will add to
the depth in our lineup, speed-wise. I
think he’ll really develop in the environ
ment we’ve created here.”
• Mark Fayne is a 6-foot-3, 215pound defenseman who was drafted by
the New Jersey Devils in the fifth round
(155th overall) of the 2005 NHL Entry
draft. Fayne played for the Noble and
Greenough School in the NEPS1HA.
This past season, Fayne—the team cap
tain—scored 32 points on nine goals and
23 assists. With that performance, he was
named named the Most Valuable Player
of the Independent School League.
Army: “The best athlete at Noble and
Greenough, he hasn’t played a lot of
hockey. He’s played all different sports
(lacrosse and football) and he’s really
raw. He’s a huge kid; he’s mean, physi
cal, [but] he’s extremely mobile and very
skilled, a tremendous athlete. He’s good
with the puck, jumps up into the rush;
he’s a perfect fit for the things we want
to get out of our defense. He adds a little
more edge. We have to get faster and

edgier. By edgier I mean a little nastier,
a little bit more physical, a little more
persistent. He’s going to add those ele
ments to our team.”
• Finally, defenseman David
Cavanaugh is the older cousin of John
and the third Rhode Islander and third
Salisbury player in this upcoming class
at PC. This past season, the 6-foot-2
inch, 200-pound defenseman had 15
points on two goals and 13 assists. He
teamed with John Cavanaugh at Tollgate
and similarly was named to the RI IL All
State team his last two seasons.
Army: “He’s going to add size, he’s
extremely competitive and very physi
cal. David, along the lines of John, was
able to accomplish something that a lot
of great players that came through the
state of Rhode Island couldn’t do: beat
Mount St. Charles. He boxes out well
around the net, he’s physical—he elimi
nates people—but he adds a skill element
to your lineup: he’s an excellent first-pass
defenseman, he sees the ice very well,
he has good instincts to jump into the
rush, he has a natural base to want to be
active offensively.”
The Friars might look to add a sev
enth recruit before the summer is here;
the coaches are mulling over that deci
sion at the moment. In addition, redshirt
freshman forward John Mori will also
come back and look to log some min
utes on the ice after he was hurt in the
first game of last season at Clarkson.
With only four seniors graduating, the
Friars are poised to break into the elite
realm of Hockey East. This group of four
forwards and two defensemen has com
mitted to Providence College and should
be in the lineup in the fall of2006. They
represent the first recruiting class for
Army and his assistant coaches (David
Berard and Stan Moore), and will be
expected to compete with the veterans
on the team and push them for playing
time. As Army showed this past season,
playing time is divided based on perfor
mance, not age.
All in all, the future is looking quite
bright over at Schneider Arena for Fri
ars men’s hockey.
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Game:

Historic season

continued from back page
“We had not won an overtime game
this season until then,” Daley said. “It
was a bit ironic to do it then.”
Ironic or not, the win was the first ever
in the NCAA tournament for the pro
gram—and for that Daley and his team
were certainly grateful.
“It meant a lot to win this game,” he
said. “It put some history into our pro
gram immediately.”
The win, and the season itself, meant
so much not just to the future of the men’s
soccer program, but to the school itself.
Usually off the radar screen, soccer re
ceived a much closer following than
likely ever before. Hundreds attended
the team’s home games, and many oth
ers attended game-watching rallies in
McPhail’s during the Big East and
NCAA tournament matches.
“This was a groundbreaking moment
for soccer programs, both men’s and
women’s at PC,” said Daley. “It has
given smaller schools, particularly our
programs, belief that we can do great
things.”
Daley noted the significance that the
NCAA appearance—and the first-ever
victory—had for his team and program.
“It brought belief and attention from
students, alumni, and the administration
for the future,” he added.
Unfortunately, the Friars would meet
their demise the next week against pe
rennial national power, then-No. 2 North
Carolina. But the second round loss in
no way eclipses the sheer magic and im
portance of their season.
Nationally ranked opponents, usually
fierce predators of the Friars, fell in de
feat this season, as did many of those in
the Big East. In the end, the Friars found
themselves among the very teams that
had trampled them in seasons past,
ranked No. 26 in the nation.
“We had some success. Of course,
there was a little luck, too,” said Daley.

“But the harder you work, the more luck
you seem to have.”
The season was full of long, grueling
practices for the squad. The work paid
off for the team. Not only did they as a
team win national accolades, but many
individuals did as well.
Lynch and sophomore Ryan Maduro
were named to the All Big East and
NSCAA All-New England Men’s soccer
team. Lynch, along with classmates An
thony Petrarca and Zach Tobin, were
named to the New England Intercolle
giate Soccer League All-Star Team as
well.
Mirroring the great success of his
team, Coach Daley also received a welldeserved award. In January, he was
named NSCAA New England Coach of
the Year.
This truly was a successful year for
the PC men’s soccer team. It broke new
ground in popularity and visibility, both
on a school-wide and national stage. For
the first time, the tiny, low budget pro
gram, from the smallest school in major
collegiate conference sports was a na
tional contender.
The historic season, of course, begs
an important question: will the success
continue, or is this a one-year fluke?
Daley, for one, believes the latter.
“The experience was great for the
team,” he said. “I want to build this to
be a consistent, over .500 program, year
after year. This is a great starting point.”
Daley added that continued hard
work and determination would be cor
nerstones of the team’s strategy in the
coming years. The great progress of the
team should continue this fall.
“With spirit, work ethic, and such, we
have belief in our future,” he said.
And who can blame them? No one
outside of the team itself would have
thought last season possible, but with the
grit, determination, and pride shown by
this team, the sky is the limit as the pro
gram moves forward.
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PCI

To the faithful readers of The Cowl sports section:

This is a preview of a new feature in the sports section
for next year that we like to call the Providence College
Informer (or PCI for short), where two writers will
debate a topic that pertains to sports—maybe PCrelated, maybe not. To pull this off, however, we are
reliant on you, the readers, to e-mail us questions to
_________
debate. Send your inquiries to cowlsports@gmail.com,
then sit back and watch the fireworks begin! The goal here is debate, so we need
unique questions—keep this in mind for next year!

Thanks,
Kevin O’Brien ’07, Sports Editor

With just Donnie McGrath graduating, the basketball team returns
almost all of its key contributors next year. What can we realistically
expect from this team?
—Tom Quinn ’07
While Providence has a very strong
That, Tom, is the million-dollar ques
recruiting class coming in, I project them tion. A lot will depend not just on the
to be in the lower part of the middle of Friars, but on the teams around them.
the pack in the Big East in 2006-07. Teams like Notre Dame, Cincinnati, and
While they will improve on last year, West Virginia will be hit hard by gradu
losing Donnie McGrath will hit the team ation, and the Friars are more than ca
hard as they look for another upper pable of finishing ahead of them next
classman to be the leader of this young year. At the same time, I fully expect
bunch. Herbert Hill will be the only se- Louisville, Syracuse, and even DePaul
nior with sufficient experience. He will. | to bounce back with better seasons.
And I’ve always thought that Donnie
need major help from juniors Charlie
Burch and Randall Hanke and sopho- . will be a bigger loss than many people
mores Sharaud Curry and Geoff think. PC has no clear-cut go-to guy for
McDermott—who played like seniors next season—yes, Sharaud Curry looked
this year, carrying the team and provid- great as a freshman, but qan he do it with
ing a spark when needed.
defenses keying on him? Can Randall
Also, the Big East is losing many of Hanke play well enough defensively to
its big name players to the draft, so look stay on the court for 30 minutes a game?
for a much more even pack this upcom- Can the new crop of incoming freshman
ing year. While Villanova and UConn have an immediate impact, and if so,
will rebuild and contend for national which ones?
rankings (along with Georgetown), they
It’s tough to make predictions with
will not be steamrolling to victories like out a schedule, but I’d be happy with
this past year’s two-horse race. This will about 15 wins from this team. Making
open the doors for upsets, and don’t be the Big East Tournament is a must for
surprised if PC gets a couple, especially next year, and doing so will almost guar
at the Dunk. I believe that PC will end antee the Friars a spot in the NIT. And
up 18-15 (7-9 in league play) and make while the NCAA’s certainly aren’t out of
the Big East tournament as a No. 10 seed. | the question—after all, eight Big East
The incoming freshmen will need a year tarns made the Big Dance last season—
to adjust, but expect 2007-08 Friars to that’s more of a reality for the year after
be a major force in the league with a pos- next.
sible appearance in national polls.
—Kevin O ’Brien ’07
—Brad Chen ’08
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PC’s super seniors
Greg Hartwell ’07 helps us say goodbye to three Friar phenoms

Karen Thatcher
• Posted 175 career points (73
goals, 102 assists)
• 2004-05 Hockey East Co
Player of the Year
• 2005-06 All-American
• First Team All-Hockey East in
2004-05 and 2005-06
• Recipient of Sarah Devens
Award
• Hockey East Sportsmanship
Award (last three years)
For the second year in a row
it seems appropriate that we
once again honor Women’s Ice
Hockey senior Karen Thatcher.
It is amazing what one can ac
complish over the course of a
year, and Thatcher shows no
signs of slowing down.
Bom the second child of
Sally-Anne and Richard
Thatcher, Karen looked up to
her older brother James. James,
also a hockey player, had a pro
found influence on Karen, and
the main reason the 5 year-old
started what would be a fruitful
career in hockey.
After years of competitive
play, Thatcher matriculated to
Brown University for her fresh
man year. Despite her impres
sive performance at Brown,
Thatcher wanted more, and
naturally, chose to come to
Providence.
“I have never regretted
switching from Brown to Provi
dence,” said Thatcher. “I was
really happy with my choice and
for me, personally, it was the
best thing that I ever did and I
am glad I did it.”
Although the switch in
schools proved to be somewhat
challenging during her sopho
more year, in her junior year a
more focused and experienced
Thatcher led Providence in an
impressive season. As a team,
the Lady Friars would win the
Hockey East Championships
and earn their first-ever bid to
the NCAA playoffs—the Icy

Eight, as it is called.
The 2005-06 season would
bring new opportunities and
chances to excel on and off the
ice for Thatcher. Leading the
team in scoring for the second
straight season, Thatcher was
named a 2005-06 All-American,
earned Hockey East Player of
the Year runner-up honors, and
was named a league First Team
All-Star for the second straight
season.
It seems as though off the ice
Thatcher’s accomplishments
continued as the recipient of the
team’s 2004 Academic Award
demonstrated academia excel
lence once again, graduating
with a 3.85 cumulative GPA as
a biology major. Thatcher
doesn’t plan to let her degree go
to waste but also wants to con
tinue her hockey prospects.
“I plan to take the next two
years or so off and play hockey,”
explained Thatcher. “I plan on
going to Canada to play in a
semi-professional women’s
hockey league. There are a few
teams that 1 am looking into but
no definites as of now, and we’ll
figure that out in the next few
weeks. After that I will go back
to school and get my doctorate
in physical therapy.”
To aid in her quest for her
doctorate, Thatcher was re
cently honored with the Sarah
Devens Award, an annual honor
presented to the player who best
demonstrates leadership and
commitment both on and off the
ice. The award is a $10,000
educational grant, money that
will aid Thatcher in her higher
educational pursuits in the years
to come.
“My most memorable mo
ment would be winning the
Hockey East Championships
this year and playing in the
NCAAs,” said Thatcher. “Mak
ing it as a team to the NCAA
tournament in 2005 was our
greatest accomplishment. I was
a part of a great team and after
being with them seven days a
week for the whole year, it’s go
ing to be hard not having them
around next year.”
Thatcher leaves an indelible
mark on Providence College
Women’s Hockey as I Oth best
in career points, concluding her
record-breaking career with 175
points in 132 games played. On
a personal note, Thatcher can
also say that she personally
helped the Friars obtain Hockey
East Tournament titles in both
2004 and 2005.

Donnie McGrath
• PC career leader in 3pointers made (274), starts
(117), and minutes played
(4,128)
• 2005-06 All-Big East Second
Team
• NCAA record 9-for-9 in three
pointers vs. Virginia (2/2/05)
• 2005-06 Jimmy Walker
Award as PC MVP

On his way out and hoping
to continue his journey in bas
ketball, it is only right that we
recognize the Friar who would
dominate the three-point arc for
PC: Donnie McGrath. Bom the
son of Tom and Eileen
McGrath, Donnie has been a
driving force in the Men’s Bas
ketball team throughout the last
four years and during that time
has left his mark on the PC
sport.
McGrath played four sea
sons at John F. Kennedy Catho
lic Katonah, N.Y., captaining the
squad his senior season and finishing with a school-record
1,725 career points, including—
in typical McGrath fashion—96
three pointers during his senior
season.
Arriving at Providence in
2002, McGrath found himself in
a much different setting than
high school ball. In spite of th is,
the 6-foot-4 guard from was
ready to take on the challenge.
After a solid freshman cam
paign, McGrath was named to
the Big East All-Rookie Team
and earned the team’s Promis
ing Prospect Award.
McGrath continued to work
on his game during his sopho
more year, earning the team’s
Most improved Player Award.
That year McGrath also helped
lead the Friars to an NCAA tour
nament game.
“I will always remember the
NCAA tournament,” said
McGrath. “Besides the Super
Bowl, it is probably the biggest

sports event, and to say that I
was a part of it is my most
memorable moment at PC.”
Unfortunately, the Friars lost
in the first round of the tourna
ment to Pacific. An eager
McGrath didn’t dwell on the
past and came out his junioryear
with a renewed intensity and
determination. This was evident
in the February 2, 2005, game
versus Virginia, in which he
scored 27 points and was 9-9
from three-point territory, tying
a NCAA single-game record for
three-point field goal percentage
in a game.
It was as a senior that
McGrath would blossom as both
a player and a leader. He led
the team in scoring with 15.1
points per game as well as three
pointers, with 77. Despite the
Friars’ 14-15 record, McGrath
stayed positive, helping to ac
climate the young team to the
rigors of Big East basketball.
“If 1 were to have one regret
it would be that I wish we were
a little more successful my se
nior year and made the NCAA
tournament,” said McGrath. “I
can’t be greedy, though, and am
just grateful that I got a chance
to play and was a part of a great
team, and program.”
McGrath earned the team’s
Jimmy Walker MVP Award at
the conclusion of the 2005-06
season. McGrath became the
28th PC player to earn All-Big
East accolades and would fin
ish his career at Providence
ranked 17th all-time in scoring
with 1,282 points.
With the end of his career at
Providence, this Friar plans to
further continue his journey
through basketball.
“I hope to continue playing
basketball,” said McGrath. “1
have an agent right now and 1
am planning to go to the work
outs for about 20 NBA teams
this summer. I hope that I can
get an offer from an NBA team,
but if that doesn’t work out then
I plan to go and play over in
Europe ratherthan on a U.S. de
velopment team.”
But McGrath acknowledged
that hoops isn’t the be-all, endall, and that he truly enjoyed his
time at PC.
“I love basketball, and I am
extremely grateful for the op
portunities that 1 have had,” he
said. “Basketball’s great, but I
think that graduating with a de
gree is probably the greatest
accomplishment I’ll walk away
from PC with.”

Mary Cullen
• 2005-06 Indoor Track AllAmerican
• 2005-06 NCAA Regional
Athlete of the Year

Hailing from Sligo, Ireland,
Mary Cullen started her career
here at Providence in 2001, and
she hit the ground running.
In the fall of the 2002, Cullen
captured a 28th place finish at
the NCAA Cross Country
Championship, which earned
her All-American honors. With
this confidence under her belt,
Cullen went on to place fourth
at the NCAA Regional Cham
pionship and sixth at the Big
East Championship.
When the Indoor Track Sea
son began, Cullen became a
member of the distance medley
relay team that won the ECAC
Championship, and in the spring
she placed fifth in the 5,000
meters at the NCAA Champion
ship, once again earning her All
America honors.
Now in her senior year,
Cullen has become a dominat
ing force in cross country, in
door track, and outdoor track
events. One indication of her
progress throughout the years is
her ability to continue to im
prove. The All-America and
All-Big East honoree in 200304 ran her way to a second place
finish in the mile at the Boston
University Three-Way Meet
with a time of 4:38.17—a
marked improvement from her
4:59.66 freshman year.
Senior year has been just as
successful for Cullen. Through
out the course of the season, she
held the fastest time in the coun
try in three different events.
As her senior year draws to
a close, one thing is certain: the
Friars will greatly miss the in
tensity, dedication, and running
ability of Cullen in the years to
come.

Sports
A revised
opinion
A little more than a year ago,
I wrote a column detailing the
disappointing status of some of
PC’s sports programs. If you
don’t remem
ber the col
umn, I’m sure
you at least
remember the
The Sports disappoint
ment: a bas
Geek
ketball team
with an AllAmerican fin
ishing 14-17, a hockey program
in the doldrums, and a soccer
team that couldn’t manage a
single win.
Well, perhaps it’s time to re
tract all that. The past year has
seen a more rapid turnaround in
the fortunes of the athletics pro
grams than ever thought pos
sible—at least by this humble
writer. Where there appeared to
be little hope just 12 short
months ago, now Friars fans are
genuinely excited about the pos
sibilities the future holds.
Last week, in the sixth annual
State of PC Sports report, out
going sports editor Stephanie
LaCharite ’06 used that infa
mous word “potential” in refer
ence to the Department of Ath
letics. Whatever the positive
and negative implications of that
word, potential—and perhaps
more crucially, the promise of
fulfilling that potential—is
something PC Sports has now
but did not seem to have a year
ago.
Of course, the flagship for |
PC Sports is the Men’s Basket
ball program, and here we can
say that things might finally be
looking up after two downright
miserable campaigns. At the be
ginning of this past season, the
program really hit what we
might consider rock bottom:
After graduating Ryan Gomes
’05, and with the prospect of yet
another unsuccessful season
looming, the team lost its most
explosive player, junior shoot
ing guard Dwight Brewington.
Dubbed the “new leader for the
Friars” by The Cowl just a
month before, Brewington
proved to be anything but, leav
ing the program up the prover
bial creek without a paddle.
But all was not lost, and de
spite a ho-hum 2005-06 cam
paign, the emergence of fresh
men Sharaud Curry and Geoff
McDermott gives hope for the
future of the program. There are
plenty of questions still to be
answered—and these next two
seasons are crucial to the future
of the program, that’s for sure—
but at least there is now some
light at the end of the tunnel.
But enough about basketball.
The real reason for optimism in
the PC athletic programs is the
unbelievable campaigns by the
Men’s Soccer team and the
Men’s Hockey team.
Futbol is first. Enough can
not be said about the job that
Head Coach Chaka Daley has
done with this program; a 1996
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Game of the Year

From 0-16 to No. 26 in the country: How Men’s Soccer
became the story of the year in Providence College sports
by

Ryan Holt ’09
Sports Staff

There have been hundreds of
games and matches played by
teams and athletes this year at
Providence College. Many
were close, exciting, and crucial
to the seasons of the teams that
played them. Games were
played that decided champion
ships and bragging rights.
One game this year, how
ever, stood out from the pack.
The game in question was
not just exciting- it was also of
great importance and impact. It
may forever change the face of
the team and the entire PC ath
letic program itself.
This fall, the Providence
College Men’s Soccer team
rocketed out of the gates with a
nine-game undefeated start, the
best since 1972. The Friars
were hot early and certainly did
not cool off. They finished 74-9, earning a trip to the Big
East Tournament—and, after
wins over Cincinnati and Seton
Hall were followed by a heart
breaking shootout loss to South
Florida—the program’s secondever NCAA bid.
The game occurred just a
week before Thanksgiving, on
Nov. 18, 2005. The opponent
was Hofstra University, the Co
lonial Athletic Association

COURTESY OF SPORTS INFO

Senior Eoin Lynch and the Friars kept their eye on the prize
this year, managing to earn the program’s first-ever NCAA
Tournament victory with a 1-0 triumph over Hofstra.
champion, who at the time was
ranked No. 13 in the nation.
The Friars were clearly un
derdogs. A team that just the
year before failed to win a single
game was certainly not expected
to challenge a nationally ranked
team on the road. The pride cer
tainly would not relinquish their
home field without a fight.

“We had a great deal of be
lief in every game that we could
win,” said Head Coach Chaka
Daley.
That belief was certainly evi
dent in the result, though it was
not an easy beginning for the
Friars. Hofstra set the tone
early; it would be a tough, de
fensive game.

“Early on we weathered the
storm; later we became the bet
ter team,” said Daley.
The first half ended score
less, though the Pride held a 53 shot advantage.
“As the game got longer, as
the minutes went further, we got
better,” Daley said.
The Friars became more ag
gressive in the second half, plac
ing a great amount of pressure
on Hofstra’s defense and goalie.
However, it was to no avail in
regulation, with the second half
ending as the first did, scoreless.
Overtime was not the friend
liest place for the Friars this sea
son; nine ties and two losses
were the result of their 11 over
time games. Their only over
time win of the season had come
by way of a shootout in the Big
East Quarterfinals.
Daley recalled telling his
team that winning in overtime
was the only thing the team had
yet to accomplish this year. The
team would act strongly and
swiftly on its coach’s words.
After just five minutes of
overtime play, senior Eoin
Lynch netted his team-leading
ninth goal of the season, captur
ing a 1-0 victory for the Friars.
The goal also secured his spot
as the No. 2 all-time goal scorer
in PC history.
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Building a foundation for prolonged success
by

Rich Slate ’06
Sports Staff

Now that a few months have
passed since the end of the sea
son, and we can fully digest ev
erything that transpired, let’s
conclude that the 2005-06 cam
paign for the Providence Col
lege Men’s Hockey team was,
by all accounts, very successful.
Head Coach Tim Army ’85
came aboard for his first season
behind the bench and guided the
Friars to a 17-16-3 overall
record, with a 14-12-3 mark in
the ultra-competitive Hockey
East conference. The battle for
home-ice went down to the last
weekend of the regular season,
but the Friars would eventually
bow out in the conference
COUR I ESY OF SPORTS INFO
Senior Torry Gajda may be graduating, but there is plenty
quarterfinals, dropping two
of hope for the Friars in the coming seasons.
games to New Hampshire, who
went on to compete in the Army said all along that results past season was just the first step
didn’t matter so much as play on the road to getting PC
NCAA tournament.
The season did not end like ing “the right way.” With most Hockey back among the Hockey
the Friars wanted, but there are of the same cast, Army totally East elite. Part of that process
many reasons why people in the revamped PC’s playing style. involves recruiting—bringing in
program and at Providence Col The defensive-minded, “play new players who reflect the
lege in general are excited about not to lose” (rather than play to mentality of their coach. Below
Friars hockey in the years to win) style of the previous re is a short profile on each of this
come. Record-wise, the team gime was abandoned for an all- year’s six recruits with an as
showed a lot of improvement out attacking and aggressive sessment from Coach Army.
from the 2004-05 season, when forechecking style. Friars
• Chris Epich played for the
it went 12-21-4 overall and fin hockey was fun again—and not Chiliwack Chiefs in the British
just for fans, but more impor Columbia Hockey League. The
ished 6-14-4 in Hockey East.
Five more wins overall and tantly for the players, who fully 5-foot-10 inch right wing scored
even eight more wins in confer embraced all these changes.
80 points on 32 goals and 48
ence are remarkable, but the
But Army’s job is not done assists and was co-rookie of the
product on the ice was that much yet; despite his remarkable suc year in the 2004-05.
more impressive this season. cess, the coach knows that the
Army: “Extremely fast, cre

ative, skilled forward. He works
hard at both ends of the rink; his
strongest attributes are his
speed, his ability to see the ice,
and his puck skills. He’s a very
gifted offensive player and he
should fit quite well into the
model that we’re trying to cre
ate: a team built on speed and
creativity. He’s a very dynamic
offensive player.”
• Ocean State native John
Cavanaugh is a 5-foot-9-inch,
170-pound center, who led
Salisbury School to its first New
England Prep School Ice
Hockey Association Division 1
Championship this past season.
He tallied 44 points on 15 goals
and 29 assists. Before attending
Salisbury, he went to Tollgate
High School, where he led his
team to back-to-back Rhode Is
land Interscholastic League Di
vision 1 state titles.
Army: “Brilliant offensive
mind. Terrific passer, has that
natural ability to break the game
down into 2-on-1 ’s and can ex
pose the space that he creates.
He does little things: he blocks
shots, he’s a good forechecker,
excellent penalty-killer, great on
face-offs. He competes very
hard at both ends of the rink.
He’s been the lead guy on cham
pionship teams and a lot of it has
to do with his instinctive com
mitment to wanting to win.”
• Greg Collins comes from
the Salisbury School as well.
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